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Dukes go south
for 26-7 loss
Hurricane threatens, USF prevails
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

assistant sports editor
On Saturday evening, Hurricane
Gordon was reportedly off the Western coast of
Florida. It took a JMU 7, USF26
detour, however, through the
Dukes' game
plan as three ■ KEYPIAYS:
critical mistakes A penalty against
by JMU led to the Dukes deep in
three
South their own territory
Florida touch- turns fourth and 11
USF into a first
downs en route for
down.
to a 26-7 Bulls ■ USFs DeAndrew
victory.
Rubin returns a punt
With South 80 yards for a touchFlorida facing a down.
third and 10 at ■ A poor snap on a
punt by JMU is
the JMU 30 in recovered for a
the first quarter, touchdown by USF.
leading
3-0,
Bulls quarterback Marquel Blackwell
threw an incomplete pass that
should have made it fourth down
but the Dukes were called for illegal
use of the hands. The penalty resulted in a first down for the Bulls and
three plays later a touchdown on
tailback Otis Dixon's six-yard run.
"It was the biggest call in the
game," JMU coach Mickey

Matthews said. "It kept them on the
field." Following the score, the
Dukes were forced to punt. USF's
DeAndrew Rubin took junior Mike
Glover's punt at his own 20. Rubin
evaded a few would-be tacklers on
the way to an 80-yard punt return
for a touchdown.
"I think the kid gave a great
effort," Matthews said. "It was poor
tackling, but I thought the kid ... just
made a great play."
Disaster struck for the Dukes on
the ensuing drive again when JMU
was forced to punt. The snap sailed
low and Glover couldn't handle it,
knocking it into the Dukes' end zone.
The Bulls' John Miller pounced on it
to give USF their second touchdown
in under two minutes.
"We just weren't getting it done,"
Glover said. "It's pretty embarrassIn*"
The Bulls would go on to score
just three more points but the damage had been done.
"The special teams was the big
difference," Matthews said. "When
you give away touchdowns, you're
not going to win."
On the Dukes' first possession of
the game, JMU drove the ball 59
see DUKES, page 35

JOHN CARMCYJcontributing photographer
Students gather and pray Thursday night for convicted killer Derek Barnabei, who was
executed that night In Jarratt.

Students take stand
against death penalty
BY KC GARDNER
contributing writer

In observance of the execution of a Virginia death
row inmate, students held a
candlelight vigil on the commons Thursday night.

More than 50 students
gathered to pray, meditate
and reflect on inmate Derek
Barnabei, his victim and their
respective families.
The vigil was initiated by
' Respect Life, an organization
of JMU's Catholic Campus

Ministry. The primary mission of Respect Life is to raise
awareness on campus of
human rights issues.
"This issue affects everyone," said sophomore Lori
see STUDENTS, page 9

Coalition makes recommendations to Rose, JMU
BY STACY SMITH

staff writer
The Community Coalition
submitted recommendations Friday to JMU President Linwood
Rose regarding recent alcoholrelated events.
The recommendations call for
actions under immediate, short
term and long term consideration to promote greater understanding and communication on

A Reason to Rock
Hip-hop. reggae, jazz and funk bands
came together at Godwin field Saturday to play for peace at Fall Peace
Fest 2000. Page 23

the part of JMU students, the
administration and area police.
In a prepared statement, Rose
said JMU needs to address the
problem of alcohol abuse and
conditions that lead to negative
party behavior.
"Something is wrong when a
university president goes to bed
at night worried about whose
parents might need to be called
the next day because their son or
daughter was injured, assaulted

-u

action JMU has already taken in
response to the coalition's recommendations. Efforts include
examining the university judicial system, offering more alternative activities for students and
looking for the most effective
— Mark Sullivan way for police to work together.
Student Government AssociaSGA president
tion President Mark Sullivan
»— said the recommendations fail to
sufficiently address the Forest
or arrested," Rose said.
Rose went on to describe Hills incident. Sullivan voiced

...I don't think the
recommendations go far
enough.

the most adamant student concerns during coalition meetings.
"I wish they went further in
addressing Forest Hills," he said.
"1 know people personally who
are still upset over the incident
and I don't think the recommendations go far enough."
While the principles of education and communication behind
the recommendations seem effec-

A Bonding Experience

Being Willard Scott

Civil rights activist Julian Bond, right, and others will speak at the annual Madison Symposium this week at Wilson Hall.
Pages 24-25

A senior SMAD major takes a hit from Hurricane Gordon and realizes his true calling in
life — meteorology and psychic readings.
Page 39

see COAUTION, page 9

Slam-dunk of Kindness
Sigma Nu and Tri-Delta raise
money for Make A Wish Foundation to send a little girl to
Disney World. Page 5
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lor 402, open for anyone interested in going into any aspect
of the criminal justice system, e-mail Dave at kenneddw

International Business Club first general
meeting, 8 p.m., Zane Showker G1, attend
today or tomorrow's meeting for
club and membership information,
e-mail Marie at zuluetma

• L.E.A.D. workshops, 7 to 9 p.m., "My True Colors: Discovering Personality," Taylor 302, "From 'We' to 'Team': Getting
to Know You," Taylor 309, "From T to 'We': Getting to Know
You," Taylor 306, "From 'We' to Team': Getting to Know You,"
Taylor 404

Campus Assault Response
(CARE) meeting, 6:30 p.m.,
Taylor 302, e-mail Andrea Milo
at miloal

•African drum classes, 6:30 p.m. (beginner), 7:30 p.m. (intermediate), beginners welcome, call Kevin at (804) 977-1499

TUESDAY, SEPT. 11

• Planetarium program, 6
and 7 p.m., Miller 102 (John
C. Wells Planetarium), free,
call JMU-STAR

• Women's lacrosse team tryouts, 3 p.m., Reservoir Fields, email Tami Riley at rileytl
• International Business Club first general meeting, 8 p.m.,
Zane Showker G1, e-mail Marie at zuluetma

• American Criminal Justice
Association/Lambda
Alpha
Epsilon meeting, 6:15 p.m., Tay-

TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT: E-mail Richard at The Breeze al
saksharh with the information (event, date, location, contact info, etc.) Please
submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for a Thursday issue.

POLICE LOG

WEATHER

EGHAM MURPHY
police reporter

Eagle Hall on Sept. 12 at 2:56 a.m.

A JMU student was charged with
underaged possession of alcohol on
Sept. 14 at 2:16 a.m. when an
officer stopped to speak to the
group she was with in M-lot.
The group fled when the officer
approached them and only one
person was apprehended. She
reportedly ran away and the officer
ordered her to stop, identifying
himself as a policeman. She
allegedly struggled repeatedly
against being placed in custody.
The subject then tried to run into a
building, but the door was locked.
Some of the other members of
the group were seen again, but
eluded the officers.
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Underaged Possession of
Alcohol
• A JMU student was charged with
underaged possession of alcohol in

Grand Larceny
• An unknown person reportedly
stole a wallet containing $66, a
check card, a Virginia driver's
license, a JAC card and other
personal papers and cards on a
crowded bus between 12:25 and
12:30 p.m. Sept. 12.
• An owner of a bike reportedly
observed a male riding his bike at
Duke Hall Sept. 13 at 1:30 p.m.
He followed the subject to a
residence hall where the rider
locked the bike.
Police are storing the bike until
documented proof is attained.
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Petty Larceny
• A JMU student reported a
hangtag stolen from a vehicle
parked at the Convocation Center
between 4 p.m. Sept. 13 and 9 a.m.
Sept. 14.

see POLICE LOG page 9
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The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings
and distributed throughout James Madison University and
the local Harrisonburg community. Comments and complaints should be addressed to Gina Montefusco, editor.
Mailing address:
The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807
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CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified:
Come to The Breeze office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10
words, $2 for each additional 10
words; boxed classified, $10 per
column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday for
Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in
advance in The Breeze office.
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"To the press alone, chequered as it is with
abuses, the world is indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason
and humanity over error and oppression."
— fames Madison
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Pitch a tent for freedom
Students for a Free Tibet
camp on the commons

HELP

see below
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"The school is trying to tone
down what the Row used to be.'
KYLE DOYLE

member, AKL
see below

To be or not to be Greek: Does it matter?
ORL uses vacancies for non-Greek students, opinions running high by Newman Lake
BY BECCA WORTHINGTON

contributing writer
For the first time in JMU history,
transfer students are being housed on
Greek Row.
Alpha Chi Omega's house is now Willow House. Kappa Sigma's letters have
been replaced with a sign that reads
Spruce House. Sigma Phi Epsilon's territory on the Row now belongs to the inhabitants of Poplar House. Where the men of
Chi Phi used to mingle, the transfers of
Dogwood House now work and play.
Though some Greeks are indifferent to
the new changes, opinions are strong with
the new living situation brought on by the
Office of Residence Life (ORL).
"Bringing in the transfers defeats the
whole point of having a Greek Row,"
sophomore Alpha Sigma Alpha member
Lauren Thompson said. "It breaks up the
continuity of it. It's supposed to be a privilege-type deal and something different
that you choose to do, and with random
people in here it's just weird. No one was
happy about it. People have just kind of
accepted it now. What can you do about
it, you know?"
Second-year student Alpha Kappa
Lambda member Kyle Doyle expressed
his disapproval by saying that although
the transfers do not necessarily bother
him, "the school is trying to tone down
what the Row used to be."
"Just by having the transfers live here,
people that are non-Greek and don't
know what Greek life is about, I think that
shows how little the school cares about
Greek Row," Doyle said.
Christina Saunders, a freshman TriDelta living on the Row, had a similar
thought. "It was a little bit of a shock. I
thought they were gradually trying to
phase out the Row."
According to Maggie Burkhart-Evans,
director of the Office of Residence Life, the
notion of phasing out the Row is false.
"We were trying to optimize the use of

space," she said. "It seemed good to use it
for the transfers who want to stay on campus and usually can't because there's no
room. It seemed like a win-win situation."
With many Greeks in doubt of the new
living arrangements, there were some
members in favor of the change.
"The school is changing and so we are
dealing with it," junior Alpha Phi member
Stacy Smith said. "We think that it is great
to have new people on the Row. It was a
shock at first."
Sophomore Sigma Kappa member
Kristin Stitt said, "I don't have a problem
with it. You can't tell the difference when
you pass people on the Row. Besides, it
doesn't affect me at all."
Sophomore Dogwood Hall resident
Brian MacLeod said he liked being surrounded by people his own age and being
in an area where it's easy to meet people
His brother Bruce MacLeod, also a sophomore, agreed.
"It is a great experience to not have to
deal with the traffic and chaos of a freshman dorm. I think it is a more mature setting," he said.
Burkhart-Evans said the Row offered
ample space because many Greek groups
moved off-campus for a variety of reasons.
"Some just chose to move their houses off-campus, and some lost their charters," she said. "A couple of groups are
currently having trouble meeting their
occupancy numbers."
Burkhart-Evans also said two of the
vacancies for this year were expected, but
some were not.
Junior Pi Kappa Phi member Bryan
Orme said, "I guess JMU needed more
housing and the transfers needed somewhere to stay, but if I was a transfer here I
don't think I would want to live here. It's
loud and people usually choose to live on
it, not get placed on it."
Junior sorority member Kelly Felton
said, "It may make them feel kind of like
outsiders right next to us and all ... It's
kind of promoting it in their face because

BRENNA BAILEY/contributing photographer

Due to an abundance of vacancies on Greek Row, notvGrcck transfer students
have set up residential roots in four houses along Newman Lake.
they have to walk up and down each day.
They may not feel at home."
Junior Tri-Delta member Marianne
Daughtrey said, "I think generally we feel
bad for the transfers because we feel like
they were thrown into a group that they
weren't part of."
Many transfer students on the Row,
however, said though they were skeptical
initially, their living situations are working out smoothly.
"I was very unhappy," sophomore
transfer student and Dogwood Hall resident Virginia Harris said. "One of the reasons that I left my other school was that it
was a constant drunk-fest and I figured
living on Greek Row would be the same.
But it hasn't been like that. It's been an
overall good situation."
Sophomore transfer and Spruce Hall
resident Anna Black said, "I'm glad that I
am with other transfers in the same boat.
Our hall bonded really well, because we

can all relate and we have that one thing
in common."
Some transfer students, however, are
concerned with their living situation.
"It feels completely separated, so we
don't get a chance to meet anybody
that's not in a fraternity or a sorority,"
sophomore Poplar Hall resident Casey
Gibson said.
Sophomore Spruce Hall resident
Christian SHU said, "I feel like I am in a
different culture, like I've been misplaced.
I don't know if they feel like I'm infringing on their turf or something. I just
would have rather been in a place where
it was more of a mix of people."
Sophomore Dogwood resident Melissa
Barg said,"I think it's kind of goofy that
they have us thrown in here, but hey, this
is the only space they had, and I think it's
better that they throw us transfers here
who have had college experience versus
freshmen, by far."

SET camps out on commons for awareness
BY KATE SNYDER

contributing writer
Last week, members of JMU's chapter
of Students for a Free Tibet (SFT) demonstrated their commitment to their cause by
camping out on the commons on Wednesday and Thursday nights.
By camping out, students hoped to get
others interested in their organization.
Their goal was not related to a specific
political issue, nor was it a fundraiser.
"We want to let the campus know that
we're back and ready to go for the next
school year," sophomore Rob Rixmann,
president of SFT, said.

SFT is an organization that works to
help raise awareness to free Tibet from
the rule of communist China.
Since the communist takeover in 1949,
1.2 million Tibetans have been killed,
thousands have been imprisoned and
6,000 monasteries have been destroyed,
according to the SFT Web site.
In order to help stop the destruction
of Tibetan culture, SFT sends letters to
Congress, participates in peaceful
protests and holds events on campus to
inform students of their cause.
Three years ago, SFT was started
at JMU by senior Mark Sullivan.
Currently, there are approximately

50 active members.
Of these fifty, ten spent Wednesday
night in tents on the commons, and more
members of the group manned the
tents for Thursday night.
Sophomore Holly Muller said she was
impressed with the progress of the group.
"It's great to see more and more students
interested every year and I hope to see even
more support in the future," she said.
Rixmann said he hopes that this demonstration will help students understand the
great importance of Tibetan freedom.
Camping out on the commons helped
encourage more people to inquire about
the goals of the organization, as well as

exchange ideas with current members.
"1 really have a lot of respect and admiration for them for sitting out there all day
and night to gain support for their cause,"
sophomore Leah LaVelle said.
This year SFT will be holding many oncampus events, including a Tibetan film
festival at Grafton-Stovall in October.
Rixmann said he hopes that as the year
goes on, the word will get out and others
will join them in their fight to help free the
country of Tibet.
For more information about SFT,
check out their Web site at
www.jmu. edu/orgs/t ibet
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A SAMPLE OF OUR
Soups and Salads
Soup of Ihr Day

$1.75

French Onion Soup Qlffjum

$2 25

House Salad
With Tomatoes. Cucumbers. Red Onion and
Fela Cheese
Grilled Caesar Salad
With Croutons. Roasted Red Pepper and
Fresh Parmesan

$1.75

Grilled Caesar Salad with Chicken

M A DWS O N
GRILL

Baked Chicken Breast Stuffed

$2.75

with Portabella Mushrooms, Chevre
and Roma Tomato. Served with a

$5.75

Mesclun Salad
$4.95
With Roma Tomatoes. Buffalo Mozzarella and fresh
Basil dmxled with Herb Vinaigrette and Balsamic Vinegar

Appetizers
Crostini and sun-dried tomato tapenade '

$4.95

Crab cakes with tiopical fruit chutney

$6.95

Roasted garlic hummus with toasted pita chips

$3.75

Lighter Fare

Dilled Zuccchini Puree. Accompanied

5th Floor
Warren Hall

by Rice Pilaf and a Vegetable Medley.

Herbed-Grilled Salmon
Fillet, Topped with ChardonnayButter Sauce. Served with

Served With Chips and Penne Pasta Salad
Grilled Vegetable Wrap ^
With Roasted Red Peppers, Proivhne Cheese and
Basil Aioh '

$4.25

Hours

Madison Club
With Smoked Turkey. Bacon. Lettuce
Tomato. Swiss Cheese and Dijonnaise

$4 95

Lunch 11-2
Dinner 5-9

Served with French Fries
Madison Burger
One Six-Ounce BeeJ Patty
Add Cheese

$5.25

Hickory Burger
A Madison Burger topped with BBQ Sauce.
Bacon and Cheddar Cheese

$6.25

Grilled Chicken Sandwich
With Pesto Mayonnaise *

$5.95

Veggie Burger
Add Cheese

$4.95
.50

$0.50

Rice Pilaf and Vegetable Medley.

Roast Pork Tenderloin
With Jus on Toast With:
Roasted Corn and Chipolte Salsa
Whipped Potato Medley
and Fresh Vegetables.

NO RESERVATIONS
NECESSARY
Boiled Lamb Chops

Entrees
Fettuccini with Red Pepper Pesto' and
Sauteed Mushrooms

$5.95

Baked Acorn Squash
Stuffed with cous cous pilaf and served
With Fresh Vegetables and Tomato Couhs

$6.25

Quiche of the day
Served with a side salad

$495

Penne Pasta with Chicken
Tossed with Sauteed Vegetables and
Alfredo Cream Sauce

$7.95

Grilled Honey Mustard Chicken
With Rice Pilaf and Fresh Vegetables

$6.95

Grilled Sirloin Steak
An 8oz Center Cut Sirlnm Grilled
The way you hke it

$895

Striped Ravioli'
With Shnmp and Scallops in Tomato Butter Sauce

$1195

Pork Loin Medallions
With Rice Pilaf and Fresh Vegetables

$10.95

Steak and Shrimp
An 8 os center cut sirloin with sauteed shrimp

$14.95

EXPRESS
SERVICE AVAILABLE

with Duckling Hash, Mushroom
Mashed Potatos, Fresh
Vegetables and Red Wine Jus.

AT LUNCH
Chicken Supreme Kiev-Style:

Punches receive $8.50
equivalency. Dining
dollars, flex, cash,
check, and credit cards
are also accepted.

Boneless Chicken Breast
Stuffed with Mushroom Duxelle
and Butter. Breaded in Sage
Crumbs and Cooked to a Golden
Brown. Served with Five-Grain
Honey Pilaf and Vegetable Medley.
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Greek groups shoot hoops for charity
BY RACHEL GALLAGHER

TOM STEINFELDT/iwiior photographer

Seniors Justin Kittredge, Missy Ritter and Dustin Gordon accept
donations for the Waynesboro girl that the fund-raiser sponsored.

contributing writer
Despite having to end early
due to bad weather, the annual
Sigma Nu/Tri-Delta Hoops for
Kids fund-raiser had a very successful return last week.
Sigma Nu began the program
three years ago to support the
Make a Wish Foundation. For the
past two years Tri-Delta has
joined in the effort.
Rather than simply collecting
donations, these social Greek
organizations put their basketball
skills to the test as they took on
competitors donating money to
their cause. Contributors were
able to play three-on-three or
five-on-five against Sigma Nu
and Tri-Delta, and if they won,
they could take home T-shirts
and other prizes.
The goal for this year's Hoops
for Kids was to "send a 5-year-old
girl from Waynesboro to Disney
World," said senior Tom Basta,
community service chair for
Sigma Nu. The girl, who suffers
from a life-threatening kidney dis-

ease, made the wish to go to Disney World. Basta said the venture
would cost around $5,000.
"[We] estimate probably
$3,600, or $3,700 [was collected],"
Basta said. Donations by check
still needs to be factored into the
final amount.
The remainder of the money
needed to finance the trip will
come from another source.
"Make a Wish Foundation will
help us out with whatever we
don't raise," senior Carrie Randa,
a Tri-Delta member, said.
According to Randa, this
year's success was due to community involvement. "Every
year we have made a good
amount of money," Randa said.
"[This year] we had a lot more
people that wanted to help."
Among the supporters was
Q101 deejay Chris Carmichael,
who came down to do a live
broadcast Thursday morning
and then also came down after
work to help out. Also present
were employees from Anthony's
Pizza and JMU President Lin-

wood Rose, who took the first
shot at the opening ceremony.
"People made their donations
and then they also came down
and got involved," Randa said.
The fund-raiser began at 5
p.m. on Wednesday and ended at
7 p.m. on Friday with Sigma Nu
and Tri-Delta members playing
around the clock for 50 hours.
For those not athletically
inclined, Sigma Nu and Tri-Delta
had also set up a table on the corner of Bluestone and Duke Drives to accept donations. As
incentives, cups and T-shirts
were handed out to donators.
Hoops for Kids asked that
students give what they could.
To the surprise of a few fundraisers, a good number of donations were made for over $20. A
number of businesses in the community also chipped in with contributions of $100.
The fund-raiser was expected
to continue into Saturday
evening, but because of rain on
Friday afternoon, the endeavor
ended ahead of schedule.

SCOM class to hold
mock election
BY MITCH MARTIN

contributing writer
Speech Communication students are preparing
to showcase their political savvy by simulating the
upcoming presidential election.
Mock Election 2000 is being crafted by students in SCOM assistant professor Robert Patterson's Political Communication Methods course.
The mock election will be held Nov. 6 when
250 students from four sections of Basic Human
Communication (GCOM 121) will cast their vote
for their favorite pseudo candidate. There will be
a string of three debates preceding the election.
Patterson's class will divide into two teams,
one representing Republican candidate George
W. Bush and one representing Democrat Al
Gore. Debates will be held Oct. 2 in Harrison
Hall A-26, Oct. 9 in the Anthony-Seeger Auditorium and Oct. 16 in Harrison A-26. GCOM 121
students are encouraged to attend at least one of
these debates.
"We will focus on issues like education, environmental policy, character and national defense,
which are all more parallel to the concerns of students," Patterson said.
The teams will be striving to stay in line with
the platforms of each party in order to give students a clear idea of where the two parties stand
in regard to these issues.
Team members have been given specific titles
and duties such as media consultant and press
secretary and will campaign throughout the
semester, targeting their GCOM student constituency public.
"The campaigns must mirror policy orientation, strategy and decisions of the actual campaigns as much as possible," Patterson said.
The class intends the mock election to serve as
a representational test of the excitement or apathy
of JMU students, particularly freshmen, towards

presidential politics and political campaigns. With
this goal in mind, the class will direct the campaign strategies toward a young adult audience.
"We are tailoring our campaign to reach out to
student voters because our target population is, of
course, demographically different than the national population," senior James David said. "Our
campaign mixes hip, cool and grassroots elements
with more traditional styles."
The three debates will be closely modeled on
the real presidential debates. A 30-minute debate
by students acting as vice presidential candidates
will be followed by a 45-minute presidential candidate debate. The same format will be used in
each debate.
For the debates, junior David Mills will be representing Al Gore and junior Jason Slattery will be
respresenting Joe Lieberman. In addition, junior
Jared Herring will be representing George W.
Bush and senior Kristin Sikorski will be representing Dick Cheney.
Both parties held press conferences on Sept. 11,
with more scheduled in the future. The Gore campaign will hold a conference in two weeks on the
steps of Burruss Hall in order to discuss education
and college affordability, senior campaign manager Grace Oh said.
"This is the first election that freshmen will be
aware of, but some of them don't even know who
Joe Lieberman is," Oh said.
Although freshman awareness is a goal of both
campaigns, the team members themselves stand
to learn from the campaign.
"Through this process they will understand
effective message context and how to relate it to
their public," Patterson said.
Following the mock election, the winning
campaign will hold a swearing-in ceremony, conduct speeches and draft an inaugural address,
Patterson said.

MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/.w«^/./ir.«^ra/./ifr

FAREWELL: Rick Hill and his wife Judy enjoy the going-away
party held in Taylor Down Under Friday in Rick's honor as he prepares to leave the JMU community for upstate New York.
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GET YOUR FREE FOOTBALL HOMECOMING
AND PARENTS" DAY TICKETS!
HOMECOMING

Sept. 28 & 29
10 am - 4 pm
Deadline Oct. 4

You MUST PICK UP your FREE football tickets
for Homecoming and Parent's Day PRIOR TOJTHE
SAME. Tickets are available NOW
at the Convocation Center Athletic.
Ticket Office. The ticket
office will offer ticket pick ups on,
fampus at Warren Hall (2 nd floor
by Post Office) on the dates
listed in this ad.

PARENTS' DAY

Oct. 25 & 26
10 am - 4 pm
Deadline Oct. 27

NO BUDDY PASSES!

eez o
Ndvert/^

International Photo
Contest!!

**

Share your overseas photos
for a chance to win!

fee if lAJ&rk L&r you.

OUHO

hopper
Grocery Outiot

Featuring close-outs from
the grocery industry that

SAVE YOU MONEY
New items arriving constantly. All
items 100% satisfaction guaranteed.
We Accept Food Stamps

Contest Rules:
•Entries cannot be larger than
4"x6"
•Entries can be b&w or color
•Photo must have been taken in a
country other than the USA!
•No more than three entries per
person
•Entries must be received by the
CMISS office (Warren 245) by 4
p.m. on Thursday, September 21!

Be a Sharp Shopper and
Squeeze Your Hard Earned
Grocery Dollars

CD 2475-A South Main St.,
Harrisonburg, VA
(Beside Pharmhouse)
(540)434-8848

"EXTENDED HOURS"
Means more opportunity to SAVE!
Mon.-Fri. 8:00 am. to 8:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Sunday.
CLOSEfD

BE A SHARP SHOPPER

W
ce

A*

pk+
\sV

t1*

^

Winning entries will be on display
in Carrier Library during JMU's
third annual International Week
(Sept.23-0ct.2)!

For complete details, visit the photo contest website at
www.jmu.edu/international/iweek2000/photocontest/
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ON SALE TOMORROW AT PLAN 9!

Your

children
are a real

credit
to you.

$Soo each

Ihcy'rc your pride and joy.
And they can save you up to

AL GREEN
THE QUINTESSENTIAL "SOUL MAN,"
AL GREEN'S LOFTY STATURE IN
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC HISTORY
IS SOLID AS A ROCK. A NINE-TIME
GRAMMY AWARD WINNER AND
INDUCTEE INTO THE ROCK AND
ROLL HALL OF FAME, WITH TWO
PLATINUM ALBUMS, FOUR GOLD
ALBUMS, EIGHT GOLD SINGLES,
AND DOZENS OF UNFORGETTABLE
SONGS, GREEN HAS BEEN THE
MOST POPULAR AND INFLUENTIAL
SOUL SINGER OF THE PAST
THREE DECADES.

S5(M) each, subtracted off your
federal nu ome lax.The Child lax
Credit is an important benefit

ol the Taxpayer Relief Act.
Who qualifies? Each dependent
child, or descendant, stepchild
or loster child under 17 as of
12/31/99. Must be a U.S. citi/cn
or resident.
Credit is reduced when your
modified Adjusted Gran Income
exceeds certain limits. Special
rules apply for three or more
children.
For full details, sec

your

1999 tax booklet. Or check the
IRS Web site: www.irs.gov

She Interval {\c\enue Service #j|| Working to pin service, first.

TAKE ME TO THE RIVER

ON SALE
$16.99 2 CD Set

TAKE ME TO THE RIVER, A DOUBLE
CD, IS A COMPANION PIECE TO
HIS AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND OFFERS
COMPELLING MUSICAL INSIGHT
INTO THE LIFE AND TIMES OF
AL GREEN
2 CD SET, 30 TRACKS REPRESENTING HIS GREATEST WORKS, ALL
DIGITALLY REMASTERED

In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999

TV3 would like to thank the following JMU Organizations
for making the 4th Annual Children First Day such an
overwhelming success!
■

Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Cheerleading
Duke Dog
Dukettes
Football

Men's Golf
Women's Golf
Gymnastics
Lacrosse
ROTC
Women's Soccer

Men's Swimming
Women's Swimming
Women's Tennis
Women's Track
Wrestling

WHSV
MakiMq a Dvffvmw

•I--- .••.««rt»*«««*tr.

••-.-■«»»»
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Y2 STAY...

No monthly bills to pay. No cooking. No grocery shopping. No
doing dishes. No running out of toilet paper. No, it's not a
dream! Stay on campus next year- it's where you don't have to
sweat the small stuff!

Stay here!

Here is Good!

oTTice o\ residence ITTe
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY.

"wyp"*"
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Students protest inmate's execution

STUDENTS, from page I

Krizek, coordinator of Respect Life. "People need to realize there are alternatives to
the death penalty."
Barnabei, who had been on death row
since June 15, 1995, was found guilty of
the 1993 capital murder and rape of Sarah
J. Wisnosky. The 17-year-old freshmart at
Old Dominion University had been
dumped in the Lafayette River in Norfolk
after she had been raped and repeatedly
hit on the head.
After the U.S. Supreme Court twice
refused to grant him a stay in the case,
Barnabei was put to death by lethal injection Thursday night. He was pronounced
dead at 9:05 p.m. at the Greensville Correctional Center in Jarratt.
"I am truly innocent of this crime,"
Barnabei said in his final statement. "Eventually the truth will come out."
The case received national attention as
the effectiveness of Barnabei's counsel and
the accuracy of the police investigation
came under scrutiny.
According to the Sept. 15 issue of the
Washington Post, Barnabei's lawyers contended to the end that he deserved a stay
of execution because an envelope containing fingernail clippings and other biological evidence disappeared from a locked
evidence room in the Norfolk Circuit
Court building and then was found three
days later.

Governor Jim Gilmore said state officials had determined that the inner envelope containing the fingernails had not
been opened, but Barnabei's lead attorney,
Seth Tucker, contended that the disappearance was evidence of "deliberate and
malicious tampering."

-a

The facts in this case
were so uncertain.
— Rebecca Baber
junior

*rMany students at the vigil felt Barnabei's trial was conducted unjustly.
"The facts in this case were so uncertain," junior Rebecca Baber said.
However, doubts about Barnabei's
guilt and the fairness of his trial are just
pieces in the greater purpose of Respect
Life's and other students' fight against the
death penalty.
"There are too many flaws in the criminal justice system and the outcome of the
death penalty is irreversible," Krizek said.
Racial and economic discrimination were
two main faults Krizek highlighted in the
system.
Member of Respect Life and associate

campus minister Kevin Kostic
said, "Our hope is that eventually all nations will realize
other available means of effectively repressing crime without taking away the possibility
of self-redemption."
Kostic says the vigils will
continue throughout the year
to help create "awareness of
abuses of human dignity that
occur frequently within our
own backyard but without
much publicity."
Virginia is second in the
nation in executions behind
Texas. Barnabei was the sixth
man to be executed this year
and the 79th since the state
resumed executions in 1982.
Senior Nancy Condon has
attended several vigils and
coordinated Respect Life in its
inception last year. "It's a
statement about justice and
about the value of human
life," she said.
Junior Marybeth PeitroPaolo said, "Everyone is here
for the same reason. The death
penalty is just wrong."
Junior Judy Bruen said she
JOHN CARRIC'KA onlnbulmg phulographer
attended as "an opportunity to
Sophomore
Lori
Krizek
was one of 50 students
demonstrate that all life needs
who attended a death penalty vigil on Thursday.
to be respected."

Coalition releases community recommendations
COALITION, from page 1
tive and feasible, Sullivan said the coalition's suggestions are not a consensus of
ideas.
"The ideas from the coalition are not
well thought out and are not a consensus,"
Sullivan said. "They are just what individual members thought appropriate."
While unified cooperation on behalf of
the student body is necessary, the coalition's plan for immediate, short-term, and
long term action will help the JMU community avoid similar problems in the
future.
Under immediate consideration is a
plan to promote a greater understanding
of the events that took place at the Aug. 26
Forest Hills incident and to revive monthly panel discussions between students and
police.
Additional suggestions for the present
include consulting other universities and
educating students, parents and the com-

POUCE LOG, from page 2
Destruction of Property
• A dorm room door was kicked in just
below the lock in Shorts Hall between 9
a.m. and 4 p.m. Sept. 12.
The door received $150 worth of damage.
• A convertible top of a vehicle parked in

munity about current laws, rights and
policies.
For short term consideration, the coalition urges the university to encourage
landlords to revise leases regarding eviction policies, work collaboratively with
student residents and distribute information at the lease signing about alcohol.
The coalition calls for city and community involvement in zoning, landlord
property accountability, educating city
residents about JMU's positive attributes
and funding for police equipment, training and education.
For long-term consideration, the coalition recommends the development of a
community partnership to determine
rights, responsibilities and expectations of
constituent groups. The suggestions call
for a new emphasis on the Honor Code to
apply a "dual honor-dual responsibility to
JMU and Harrisonburg," and to increase
awareness of student community involvement.

R-1 lot was cut between 10:50 a.m. Sept.
12 and 4:10 p.m. Sept. 13.
Damage to the top is estimated at
$1,000.
Disorderly Conduct
• A female JMU student walking south on
Bluestone Drive between Godwin and
Zane Showker Hall was reportedly
harassed by two males in a 1980s model

Rose said the recommendations will be
taken seriously to help provide methods
to prevent conditions like the ones that
made the Forest Hills riot possible.
In conjunction with the recommendations, Mark Warner, the vice president for
student affairs, e-mailed the entire student body, reminding students of their
responsibility as good citizens and
accountability for their own actions.
Warner said recent incidents with public disturbance, property destruction, physical harm and police involvement depict
"people who show no respect for their
neighbors in the Harrisonburg community.
"The picture painted is one of unruly
students with no sense of civic responsibility," Warner said. Warner made a plea
to students to act in a civil manner for the
welfare of the JMU community.
"If you practice illegal and inappropriate behaviors, I ask you to change them —
to become a positive contributor to our
community," he said.

red car Sept. 13 at 2:45 p.m.
The subjects are described as a Hispanic male in his late teens with a closely
shaved head and a black male.
They reportedly yelled obscene and
harassing comments at the victim.
The victim said a black female was driving the car.
She reportedly slowed down the vehicle
and stopped several times, waiting for the

Rioters convicted
The first convictions against students involved in the Aug. 25 Forest
Hills riot were levied Thursday.
Senior Martin Gajan and junior
Justin Geary were each convicted on
misdemeanor counts of failing to
leave a riot after repeated police
warnings and fined $500.
Appearing in Rockingham County General District Court, Geary
plead guilty to the charges, Gajan not
guilty.
Neither defendant was ordered to
serve jail time.
Five other students arrested in the
riot made their first court appearance
Thursday on misdemeanor charges.
In total, 12 students were arrested
in conjunction with the riot.
— news editor TOM STEINFELDT

victim to catch up.
Harassment
• An obscene note was left on a JMU student's car windshield in C-1 lot between
2:30 and 6:50 p.m. Sept. 14.
Number of drunk in public charges since
Aug. 28: 11
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WWW .suncnase.net

ARE YOU HAVING FUN YET?|
If your current living choice is not
what you dreamed or...there is still
a chance to he the first one to live
in a hrand new apartment at...

S^ASE 0
There are 15 hedrooms left and you|
deserve the newest and the best!

^442-4800

ItTSl *PuMc s*vlc*ol

A

Large 1 Topping Pizza
Crazy Bread & Sauce

$5.99
$1.99

438-9175 Port Republic
434-5300 W. Market
. . i .

t

* .
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Thursday, September 21
1-5 pin
at the Convocation Center

All Majors Welcome!
7-Eleven. Inc.
Aerotek Inc.
Alternative Behavioral Service*
American Mangement Systems
Amea Department Store
Andersen Consulting III*
Anteon Corporation
Arthur Andersen LLP
Auditor of Public Accounts
Bank of America
Beers & Cutler

Freddie Mac
GAP. Inc.
GE Financial Assurance
GEICO Direct
General Investment A Development Co.
General Services Adminstration
GMAC Insurance-Personal Lines
Grainger
Grant Thorton LLP
GSA/Federal Technology Services

GTSI

Bloomberg
Booz, Allen & Hamilton
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Burlington Industries
Business Edge Solutions, Inc.
Business Solutions Deployment Group
Caliber Associates
Cap Gemini Ernst & Young US LLC
Capital One
CapTech Ventures, Inc.
CarMax
Center Corporation
CFW Communications
Children's World Learning Center
CIBER Enterprise Integration Practice
CIMA Companies, Inc.
Cintas Corporation
Circuit City Stores
Circuit Stores, Inc.
CMDS
Compaq, Inc.
Computer Associates International
Defense Commissary Agency
Headquarters
Deloitte & Touche. LLP
Deutsche BAnk
Digital Recruitment Productions
DMR Consulting
DynCorp
Department of Defense
Eagan McAllister Assoc, Inc.

Ecolochem Inc.
EDS (Electronic Data Systems)

EG&G
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Ernst & Young LLP
Etenslty
Experient Technologies
Farmington Country Club
Federal Energy Regulatory Com.
Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
Financial Services of Virginia
First Virginia Bank

llajoca Corp.
Ilechts
High Performance Technologies. Inc.
Hoffman, Morrison & Fitzgerald PC
Hyatt Hotels Corporation
International Internship Program

IXL
J.C. Penney Company. Inc.
JMU International Internship Prog.
John Hancock
Johnson. Lambert A Co.
Jury* Doyle Hotel Group
Keller Brunei & Company
Kforce.com

KPMG LLP
Kroger Mid-Atlantic
Landmark Communications
Lehman Brothers
Lockheed Martin
Marriott International
Masters of Accounting Program
Maxim Healthcare Services
MaximGroup
McGladrey & PuUen. LLP
MetLife Financial Services
National Imagery & Mapping Agency
National Security Agency
Naval Air Systems Command
Naval Career Management Site
Naval Surface Warfare Center
Navy Civilian Jobs
Navy Officer Program
Neopost Online
Noland Company
Norfolk Southern
Northwestern Mutual Life/Baird
Securities
Northwestern Mutual/Financial Network
NVR, Inc./Ryan Homes
Offc. Of the Inspector General Dept. of
Defense
OLDE Discount Corporation
Onsite Companies
PEC Solutions

People Ventures
PeopleSoft
Petco Animal Supplies
Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP
Prudential Securities
Quantum Resources
Renaissance Worldwide. Inc.
Reznlck. Fedder & Silverman CPA
Robinson, Farmer, Cox Associates
Rockingham Group
RWD Technologies
SAS Institute Inc.
Science Applications Intl. Corp..
Search Connection LLC
Sears, Roebuck and Company
Sherwin Williams Company
SNL Securities LC
Southern States Cooperative Inc.
SRA International
Standard Register
State Farm Insurance
Statistics of Income
Step 9 Software Corp
SunCom AT&T Wireless
Syracuse Research Group
Target
TechUSA
TEK Systems
The Arlington Group
The Discovery School of Virginia, Inc.
The MIL Corporation
The Mitre Corporation
The CIMA Companies
Thomas Havey LLP
Toys R Us, Inc.
Travelers Property Casualty
TruGreen-ChemLawn
U.S. Airforce Oilier Program
U.S. Border Patrol
University of Virginia Recruiting Office
US Investigations Services
US Peace Corp.
UUNet Technologies. Inc.
Veridlan Informations
Verizon Communications
Virginia Asset Management
Virginia Farm Bureau
Virginia State Police
VTLS
Wal-Mart
Winstar Communications
Witt. Mares and Co.. PLC
Xpedior
Yount, Hyde & Barbour

Start your Job/Internship Search Now!
Full-time Employment
Professional Dress is strongly recommended
Summer Jobs
Bring plenty off copies off your resume
Many companies will interview the next day!
For a complete list off companies and more information
log onto www.jmu.edu/career/students
Sponsored by Academic Advising &
Career Development, x7995 or x6555
L .
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"Choosing From Us Is The Smartest
Decision You Will Ever Make!"

*
*,

*

University Court
.*

Madison Manor
Madison Square
Services:

L*

* Furnished or Unfurnished
* Variety of Floor Plans
Flexible Leases Available Now!

College Station

James Madison University
Homecoming 2000
October 2-8

Olde Mill Village

PVANlACF HKAI.TY

** f

ANAGFMFNTGROLT
lie;

theadvantage@rica.net
Office Phone 434-1173 or Call Tolt-Free 1-888-354-9900
Check us out at www.pendry-constable.com
or we are now new members at RentConnection.com (under the VA heading) [

[an lo aittenJ

1

Gie^e

*t*

magical eVew

Oaster 2-8
• Beach Party Kickoff

CANOE & KAYAK
THE SHENANDOAH RIVER
WITH
MASSANUTTEN RIVER ADVENTURES, INC.
Transportation from JMU
available for groups of 10 or more.
Group discounts available.
Also ask about our used boat sale!!
Massanuttenriver@aol.com

280-9702
(local number)

• Sunset on the Quad
• Commons Day
• Homecoming Parade
• 5K Fun Walk/Run
• Godwin Field Festival
• JMU Football vs. Villanova

For details and a complete list of Homecoming events visit:

www.jmu.edu/alumni/HC2000.html
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Looking for a Good Time?
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For more information call Rachel @ x7824

www.upb.org
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"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumplis
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— fames Madison
Editor
Managing editor
Ads manager
Photo director
News editor
News editor
Asst. news editor
Opinion editor
Style editor
Focus editor
Asst. style/focus editor
Sports editor
Asst. sports editor
Copy editor
Asst. copy editor
Photo editor
Photo editor
Graphics editor
Advisers

Gina Montefusco
Alison Manser
Haylie Lum
Carrie Klinker
Jen Bonds
Tom Steinfeldt
Richard Sakshaug
Steve Glass
Julie Sproesser
Amanda Capp
Meghan Murphy
Andrew Tufts
Travis Clingenpeel
Steve Janzen
Kristen Petro
Xris Thomas
Cindy Tinker
Ryan Pudloski
Flip DeLuca'
Alan Neckowitz

EDITORIAL POLICY
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the
editorial hoaid H a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff
memher of the Breeze.
EDITORIAL BOARD-.

Gina Montefusco ... editor
Alison Manser ... managing editor
Steve Glass ... opinion editor
Letters to the editor should be no more than
500 words, columns should be no more than
800 words, and both will be published on a
space available basis. They must be delivered to
The Breeje by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity
and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
or James Madison University.
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LUNCH

1:00 SOCIAL STUCXES
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EDITORIAL

JMU students good people, not trouble-makers
Remember in elementary school
when one or two people would
talk too much or throw something and the entire class would have
to stay in for recess? All the good kids
got punished for the actions of just a
couple people. No one got to play
kickball, everyone looked and felt bad
and the same kids would keep being
bad.
Now JMU students as a whole have
been looking irresponsible because of
the actions of a few. Riots and fights
have been making headlines (even
some national ones), prompting school
and community leaders to spend many
hours solving the problem. Mark Warner, vice president for student affairs,
even sent an e-mail to every student at
JMU decrying the recent events and
urging everyone to act responsibly.
Warner made several good points in
his letter, especially that most JMU students are respectful of the community.
"I am well aware that the actions high-

lighted in the regrettable incidents
cited in the media are by no means
indicative of the vast majority of the
JMU student body," he wrote. "Most of
our students are incredible assets to the
university. In addition to succeeding in
a challenging academic environment,
many students give unselfishly of their
-tt

JMUshouldbe
represented by the students
who care and work hard...

time to serve in the greater Harrisonburg community."
While this is true, many Harrisonburg residents — and even people who
just read about JMU in the papers —
probably haven't gotten that impression this ysar. The same amount of stu-

dents as in years past are still volunteering around town and treating Harrisonburg like a home, not a dumping
ground. But they're not getting the reputation and credit they deserve
because of the unusual, but still innexcuseable, actions of a few.
JMU should be represented by the
students who care and work hard, not
by those who party the hardest and
yell the loudest. It's up to the good
kids to overshadow the bad ones. We
should prove the naysayers wrong and
Warner right.
The students who respect their
school and this town should keep
making news that has a happy ending.
Of the more than 15,000 people
attending JMU, a very small fraction
causes problems. They shouldn't be
the ones who get the spotlight and
they shouldn't bring the rest of the
school down. There are too many
respectful and civil students here to
let that happen.

Topic: What's the weirdest thing you have ever found in your food?

CAMPUS 0
SPOTLIGHT

HRKNNA BAILEY/contributing photographer

"I got
salad
Olive
with a
it."

a tossed
at the
Garden
tooth in

Nick Westermeyer
sophomore, accounting

"A Band-Aid in
a cup of yogurt."

Zane Hart
freshman, communications

"Cat hair in my
Chinese food."

Melanie Benda
freshman, undecided

"A Matchbox car
wheel."

Palmer Smith
freshman, biology
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PRESIDENT LINWOOD ROSE

Rose addresses alcohol issues at JMU
First, I wish to thank Donna Harper and
Hillary Wing, co-chairs of the Community
Coalition, and the membership of the Coalition
for working the last several weeks to develop
recommendations for the university and the
city to consider as we seek to identify strategies
to insure that we do not repeat the events of
the evening of Aug. 25. However, it is essential
that we extend our thoughts beyond that
night. We must address the underlying conditions that lead to party behavior that ultimately
negatively influences those not directly
involved with the party.
What is the motivation for this concern?
The primary issue is the safety and health of all
of those who live in our community. Alcohol
abuse is a societal problem, it is one of epidemic proportion within the college-age population and it is not easily addressed, much less
solved. That said, we cannot dismiss this as a
national problem, somehow bigger than us. It
is a JMU problem and we must attend to it. We
are here to prepare students to be educated citizens. Alcohol abuse is getting in the way.
Something is wrong when a university
president goes to bed at night worried about
whose parents might need to be called the next
day because their son or daughter was injured,
assaulted or arrested. Something is wrong
when a university president goes to bed at
night worried about whose property might be
damaged that night. Something is wrong
when a university president goes to bed at
night worried about the fact that somebody
else didn't get any sleep because of excessive

noise. I do not mean to suggest that I get a lot
of sleep anyway, but something is right about
worrying about obtaining more resources for
the institution, enticing the best scholars to join
us, or how we can provide the best possible
collegiate experience for our students.
I care about JMU students and I care about
this community. I care about our neighbors. I
could name students who have flirted with
death because of the alcohol content in their
blood. I care about the property owners who
go to bed at night wondering if their mailbox
will be knocked down during the night, wondering if their yard will have tire tracks
through the grass, wondering if a possession
will disappear from their porch, wondering if
they will have to go out the next morning and
pick up bottles and trash from the yard.
Alcohol abuse is serious. Two years ago,
the lives of five Virginia college students were
abruptly and tragically cut short because of
alcohol. In recent years, several JMU students
have died in automobile accidents that were
directly related to alcohol. I do not want to see
repeats of these horrible occurrences.
I have not written this statement to condemn. The vast majority of our students are
good citizens. They approach their studies
with care and diligence; they are good neighbors; they volunteer willingly for worthy causes on campus and in the city. Unfortunately,
the number of positive contributions made by
students, though considerable, is negated by
just a few bad events and usually by just a few
misdirected students.

Darts
and Pats
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions
are based upon one person's opinion of a given
situation, person or event and do not necessarily
reflect the truth.

So what are we doing? We are intensifying
our efforts in implementing the Alcohol Foundational Plan adopted by the JMU Board of
Visitors two years ago. We are also going to
review the recommendations of the Community Coalition and determine how we might
convert their suggestions into practice.
The Foundational Plan is based on three
components: prevention, education and intervention. Obviously, as an educational institution we want to inform students about the
dangers of alcohol abuse, we do want to counsel them when they make bad decisions and
we want to work with them to correct the
inappropriate behavior. We have provided
planned options and alternatives to excessive
partying for students and we will schedule
more of these types of events. But, accountability and consequences are part of the equation also. We have strengthened punitive
measures on alcohol abuse including a
"three-strikes-and-you're-out" policy and
parental notification for alcohol charges. Violent behavior and property destruction will
not be tolerated.
JMU will take the recommendations of
the Community Coalition seriously. In fact,
we have already begun to address a number
of the Coalition's suggestions. For example:
We have begun a close examination of the
university judicial system currently in place
for students to see if it needs strengthening or
changing. We will also address the code of
conduct for students, both those living on
campus and off campus.

We will offer more alternative
planned programs and activities for student involvement.
We will take a look at the responsibilities
of the university police and police from the
city, county and state, and ascertain the best
way for the law enforcement agencies to
work together effectively.
We will work with city officials to determine appropriate protocols for responses to
large gatherings. A letter has already gone to
all JMU students from Mark J. Warner, vice
president for student affairs, reminding students of their responsibilities as gtxxJ citizens
and the importance of realizing they are
accountable for their actions. A copy of that
letter, with a cover note from me, will also go
to parents of all JMU students.
James Madison University is a superb
institution of higher learning comprised of
bright students and talented faculty and staff.
Even the very best organizations experience
dark days and regrettable incidents. While
one hopes those experiences never occur, the
mark of a great enterprise is that it recovers
quickly, learns from previous errors, and
avoids duplicating them. Alcohol abuse is a
major problem and it won't be corrected
overnight, but as an institution we are going
to work hard to demonstrate that we are the
type of organization I described above. We
have passed through a difficult period, which
I hope has ended. We look forward to work
ing with city officials, landlords and citizens
as we build a better community together.

Dart-

Dart—

An "if-it-ain't-broke-don't-fix-it" dart to whoever
decided to change JMU's dining contract to another
company.
Sent in by an unsatisfied senior who knows the
sweet and sour chicken at D-hall isn 't as good as it
used to be and bent his fork in half in anger.

A "you're-an-inconsiderate-jerk" dart to the guy in
the airport lounge who purposely leaned over my
couch and yelled in my face while I was sleeping.
Sent in by a startled and groggy junior who thinks
that you need to learn some respect.

Dart...

Dart...

A "mind-your-Ps-and-Qs" dart to the sketch-ball
across the way.
Sent in by an annoyed sophomore who would like
to be able to change clothes without seeing you out
on the porch watching.

A "please-take-a-shower, you-smell" dart to my
roommate who obviously knows nothing about
personal hygiene.
Sent in by a freshman who is fed up with spending
all her money on air fresheners.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-not-letting-me-starve" pat to June at
PC Dukes.
Sent in by a student who was grateful you paid for
her lunch after she forgot her JAC card.

Pat

■ ■■

A "thanks-for-the-tasty-seafood" pat to Jeff DuVal
of the Festival for organizing the seafood feast.
From your hungry friend, who is so stuffed and
won't be eating crab for a while.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-everything" pat to the guy from
Dingledine who helped me after I fell off my bike
and broke my arm, to my good friend who took me
to the hospital, and to the guy behind the bar for
helping my pain go away.
Sent in by a senior gimp who appreciates all of the
kindness you showed.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-being-so-patient" pat to the clerk at
Blimpie's for putting up with our drunkenness.
Sent in by two grateful students who will try not to
order a "schmuffin" or a nonexistent "Blimpin"
when they want a Bluffin."
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WeXan Fix It!
HorTUonWTVA 22801

(540) 432-0280

%s^s>

Bagels
& Dell

*Vs/x 3
k&S
•We can repair ALL brands of bikes
•Come in A check out our Fall Specials
•Close to campus-down the hill from Papa John's

1
|

Order Party Bagels for.
Tailgate parties, Fraternity & sorority
parties or any other occasion

Wise businessman
advertises with
The Breeze

564-0416 (Rt. 33)
432-1386 (RT 42)

Open 7 Days a Week
FRESH MADE BAGELS

Confucius says

FRESH MADE BAGELS

FRESH MADE BAGELS

FRESH MADE BAGELS

Visit booths with information on
how to go abroad (any major,
about any country)! Visit over
60 tables with information and
representatives of all JMU's
study abroad programs,
representatives of national
study and travel organizations,
as well as foreign university
representatives!

Call 568-6127 today!

• Study abroad
• Internships abroad
• Workabroad
• Travel abroad
• Volunteer abroad

.(Dedicated to
(Romance...
Premier Bridal,
Formalwear and
Lingerie Salon

$10 OFF
Formalwear
withJMUID

Thinking about
going abroad?
Then don't miss
this event!
Monday, September 25

PC Ballroom
11 a.m.—3 p.m.

Limit one coupon per gown.
(Offer not available
on previous purchases.)
Expires October 30,2000.

Valley Mall (Pebbles' Court)
434-6664

i

www.j mu.edu/international/
iweek20007safair00.htm
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Information Session—

CAP GEMINI
;
ERNST *YiH NG

October 16, Sonner Hall,
5:30-7:00 PM

Come visit us at the'
JMU Career Fair

MAX/SEA
OAHLGRtN

Thursday, September 21st 1:00 - 5:00 PM
JMU Convocation Center

Burtmcm Warlar* Contor Dtvi*ion

*Vl^

www.us.cgey.com/college

On-the-Spot Job Offers!

Ernst a Young Technical
Consulting 1s now
Cap Gemini Ernst ft Young

For Registration & Details: www.nswc.navy.mil

Saturday, September 30, 2000
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Having already established ourselves
as a benchmark for success, our bold
move to combine with Cap Gemini
Consulting has created a global
presence unparalleled within our
field. It's true that some things have
changed, but what remains the same
are the standards we represent and
the quality we strive to achieve.

Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Division
JD's Conference Center - Building 216
Dahlgren, Virginia
Seeking 300 BS, MS, PhD, Recent Grads & Experienced Candidates In:

Computer Engineering
Mathematics
Electrical Engineering

Electronics Engineering
Computer Sciences
Mechanical Engineering

US Citizenship Required!

Systems Engineering
Physics
Aerospace Engineering

Cap Gemini Ernst ft Young...
The Freedom To Be
Outstanding.

NSWCDD is an Equal Opportunity Employer

PRINT FROM DISK
RESUMES
OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCIES
DIGITAL PRINTING

COPIES

-

PRINTING

-

BINDING

COMPUTER WORKSTATIONS
ELECTRONIC FILE SUBMISSION
HIGH-SPEED INTERNET ACCESS

1010

kinko's

BANNERS & SIGNS

HARRISONBURG

MOUNTING & LAMINATING

SOUTH MAIN ST.

• 540-433-9287

Open 24 hours • yfww.kinkos.com • 1-800-2-KINKOS
America Online* Keyword: Kinko's

40 BLACK & WHITE COPIES

r

POSTERS

BINDING
REPORTS
PRESENTATIONS

790 FULL COLOR COPIES ""

Receive 8-1/2' 111' Cxpresi self-serve, unfle-sided. black-and-white copies on
while wnd for |jst If etcn limit SO Offer is limited to one coupon per customer
Customer must relinquish coupon at time ot purchase Coupon may not be
reproduced and is not valid with other coupons, offers or discounts Offer valid at
time of purchase only and mar not oe discounted or credited to past or future
purchases. Products and service! vary oy location Coupon void where prohibited
or restricted by law No cash value

Receive 8-1/7' i 11' Express self-serve, sin|le-iided. full color copies on 21-lb
while bond lor aust lit each Limit 25. Resiling costs alia Offer is limited to one
coupon per customer Customer must relinquish coupon at time of purchase Coupon
may not be reproduced and is not valid with other coupons, otters or discounts
Oiler valid at time of purchase only and may not be discounted or credited to past
or future purchases Products and services vary by location Coupon void where
prohibited or restricted by law Do cash value

VALID AT KINKO'S PARTICIPATING U.S. KINKO'S LOCATIONS ONLY

VALID AT KINKO'S PARTICIPATING U.S. KINKO'S LOCATIONS ONLY.

HIGH-VOLUME COPIES
FLYERS & BROCHURES
SHIPPING SERVICES
PICKUP & DELIVERY

_AAD_671 _

KillKO'S"

{ EXP 10/31^00_,

_"_«0669_

kinkes ^^——J

Products and services vary by location America Online is a registered serviceman of America Online. Inc Kinno's and iinUs com are iiiistered trademarks ot Kinko's Ventures
Kinko's requires written permission trom the copyri|IM holder in order to reproduce any cnpyiiinted work ©2000 kinko's. Inc. All n|hts reserved

IK

and are used try permission

FULL- & SELF-SERVE
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HORIZONS
Ride the Massanutten mountains!

• Trail rides available for groups
or individuals • Western riding lessons - learn on
great horses by experienced instructors

call for reservation
1-800-729-9230
540-896-7600

Friday

.

Saturday

•

Camp Horizons

. S U n d ay

"-t*"

•

Call 4'34-8721 for reservation.

3586 Horizons Way
Harrisonburg, VA. 22802

3t06 S. Main St. Harrisonburg

434-87

Many students have

already figured it out.

Now we're clueing you in.

IMMEDIATE OPPORTUNITIES TO HELP KIDS

RrarMng ihr Jania Madinn Unirrnily "
community for o»«r 75 yMrt.

Wednesday

Email: camp@horizonsva.com
www.camphorizonsva.com

HELP
WANTED

i«W

Wednesdays
and

• Easy drive from JMU

Take advantage of the fall weather...

Coalition for America's Children

COLLEGE
NIGHTS

• Group Program Facilities
winterized cabins, pool high &
low ropes course and more!

Camp & Conference Facility

1-888-544-KIDS

VALLEY
LANES

K*

• Employment opportunities
for JMU faculty and students

Olde Mill Village

The next best step

Give your pet
the best.

Our apartments have amenities galore:

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal* Medical
Surgery • Boarding •
Grooming

•Level grounds with no hills to climb or interstate to cross.

• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.

•Only four blocks to campus.

• Well lit parking lot and walkways.

• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps.

• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.

• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.

• No sliding patio doors.

• Mini-blinds on all windows.

• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.

• Basketball court.

• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.

• Paved parking spaces.

• A small community where the manager knows most tenants

• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.

by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.

a

• Telephone and cable outlets in each room.

433-VETS
498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

11A South Avenue '
Harrisonburg

DV ANT AGE REALTY
*^Z^LDVANTA<
ANAGEMENT GROUP
JylANAGEME
INC

itlSiJfc

(540) 432-9502
www.oldemillvillage.com
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MARIA MONSALVE

A sophomore's perspective on losing her "freshman-ness"
I write this article regarding the loss
of my "freshman-ness." It's an interesting feeling, quite hard to deal with in
some ways and quite glorifying in others. 1 came back to school this semester
with a fresh outlook and optimism with
this one thought in mind: I am no longer
a freshman.
My main goal, seeing as how I'm so
paranoid about being mistaken for a
freshman since I'm living on campus
again, was to make it known that I am
no longer a freshman. I did my best to
show that I have grown into a truly
mature and all-knowing individual,
although basically nothing about my living situation, appearance or true personality has changed since last year. In
other words, I have transformed from
lowly freshman status to glorious anything-but-freshman status.
It became terrifyingly clear to me
after my first visit to the registration
desk that this may not be as great as I
thought it would be. I was not immediately helped with a knowing smile and
never-ending patience, and for one reason only: I was no longer a freshman.
After hearing my response to the "What
year are you?" question, the woman lost
the smile and directed me to the com-

puter advising me to do it myself. It was parking spot that is a mile from where I
then that I realized being a freshman live, that I hardly use and adds basically
had major perks, and I had taken it for no convenience to my everyday life.
granted. Everyone was trying to help me Even though I am no longer a freshman,
last year. All I had to do was turn I am still taking busses practically everyaround and some adult and/or upper- where I go!
classman was willing to lead me in the
As a freshman, it was completely
right direction. It wasn't so much acceptable to walk into any party I
because of my age, but rather my wanted with my 20 freshmen girlfriends
refreshing naivete and acceptably sweet- and nobody cared that we didn't know
confused way of acting that I somehow anyone there. Whereas now, I feel as
lost with the words "I am a sophomore." though walking into a party where I
My next wake-up call came with my don't know at least half of the people
parking trials and tribulations. The first there renders unwelcome glares and
weekend I was here, I got a ticket for "who-is-she-and-what-is-she-doingparking in what I thought was a resident here" looks from virtually every nonparking lot. Apparently, this was not so. freshman female in the room! In all honIt was then that I realized that parking at esty, it was not as though this didn't hapJMU is not only difficult, but close to pen at upperclassmen parties last year,
impossible.
but it was expected and accepted. Boy do
As a freshman, my only concerns I miss the days when wearing black
while living in Chesapeake were how I pants and cute tank tops didn't render
could catch the latest bus possible and me a) a freshman or b) a sorority girl. I
still make it to class in time. Now it's an find myself desperately clinging to the
issue of "If I leave my car here in the fact that I know more people in apartBlue Ridge lot, will it get hit? Will it get ments this year, therefore making it okay
stolen? Will I recognize it when I come for me to get trashed in public and act
back to retrieve it a week from now (see- stupid even though I am not a freshman.
ing as how I probably won't drive it
Last but not least, I miss the excuses I
again for at least that long for fear of los- could use simply because I was a freshing my parking spot)?" I paid $140 for a man. I miss not getting looked down on

and/or in trouble for the stupid stuff I
did. Things such as staying up until 3
a.m. and not doing any work — blaming
it on the fact that I was only a mere freshman still trying to feel my way through
my first year at college. Constantly asking for directions (my penchant for getting lost is impeccable) and not getting
laughed at for it because, ta da! I was a
freshman!
Don't get me wrong, there are many
wonderful things that come with no
longer being a freshman, such as knowing people at the parties you go to,
knowing the difference between Beast,
Natty Light and real beer, knowing
(well, at least a little better) where things
are, getting more respect from professors, etc.
This article's main purpose is this: to
bring all the upperclassmen reading this
down memory lane, but primarily to
make all the freshmen out there aware of
their perks — enjoy all the special attention you get this year simply for being
something you can't avoid, a freshman
in college.
Maria Monsalve is a sophomore SCOM
major.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Thanks for all involved in Peace Fest
To the Editor
I wanted to extend my thanks to everyone involved in
the successful Fall Peace Fest this past weekend.
Although I spent most of August putting the event
together, it would not have happened without the lastminute contributions of several groups. The Fall Peace
Fest was the culmination of my time spent at JMU, and I
am deeply thankful for everyone who made it possible.
First off, the entire staff of student volunteers at WXJM
must be commended for their involvement. They helped
with the publicity and booking of the fine musical groups
*.

who performed on Saturday at Godwin Field. I am also
grateful to the facilities management and recycling staff
who made sure that the field was prepared for the Festival. The multitude of students from activist clubs
across campus who came out to give their time to set
up the bands and clean the field must be thanked too.
I also send my thanks to the UPB for helping to fund
the bands.
The Student Government Association is the reason
there was a Fest in the first place, so they deserve thanks
for helping sponsor and plan the event. I am most
appreciative of the support I got from Parlay Productions and NUMB, two local hip-hop crews, for financially backing the Fall Peace Fest. Without their llth-hour

donations I might not have had the money to accomplish the feat. I am so glad there are such positive
groups in our community working with me to dispel the
stereotypes of hip-hop being associated with violence.
The Fall Peace Fest was the best way to express the
love I have for JMU and Harrisonburg. Music is what
brings us together and I hope the Fest continues after I
graduate. There is no better way to recognize the unity of
our diversity than through such festivals. I encourage
everyone to come out to the International Festival at Hillandale Park this Saturday for more of the same.
Kai Safran
graduate student, English

ttention Opinion staff:
writers and all those
interested in writing
for the Opinion section
Mandatory meeting: Monday,
Sept. 18 at 5:30 p.m. in The Breeze office in
the basement of Anthony-Seeger
If you cannot make it, call Steve at x3846 or e-mail glasssp@jmu.edu.
Be there or be square.
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yOU might not
have as much
The best way to
record your Style
is in the 2001 edition

of The Blues tone.

GET YOUR PICTURE TAKEN THIS WEEK!

9 A.M. -5 P.M.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday - TAYLOR 311
Friday - TAYLOR 202
* Times and places subject to change.

H B
The Bluestone
The Yearbook of James Madison University
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"The Invisible Secretary"
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Lenore A. Dowds
455 Eckert Circle
Harrisonburg.VA 22801

• Reports /Thesis / Editing
• Resumes / Cover Letters
• Desktop Publishing

Tel. 540 • 442*1299
Fax. 540 • 442*8700

Pharmacy Sales Associate/Cashier
Evenings till 7 and Saturdays
Apply at Wal-Mart at the Mall

• Brochures / Graphics
• Proposals / Contracts

m

T;

1

• Manuals / Manuscripts
Available 7 Days A Week

May 2001 in Antwerp, Belgium
It's a connected world.
Do your share.

May 7-21, 2001
MKTG460: Global
Marketing (in Europe).
Study global marketing
and European integration
in the heart of Europe.

Field trips to:
# Brussels, Brugge, Ghent
# European Union
# Belgian Business
# Paris and Amsterdam

For more information and
to apply online, visit
http://cob.jmu. edu/antwerp
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Earth Share.

mre

Reaching Uir Jimn Mwllion University "
community for over 75 years.

THE LOOK

■

■

Professional
HAIR'TANNING & MASSAGE

IMLS

M

•

•JJJJliJ!

564-2770
Corner of University Blvd
and Reservoir St.
(Walking Distance from SunChase,
Stone Gate and CISAT dorms)

r

mw
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Serving JMU since 1990

# Taught in English
* Tuition plus $ 1,999 program fee
♦ Fee covers tuition, lodging, all field
trips, and one or two meals per day
#Air fare extra
♦ Directed by Dr. Newell Wright
{wrightnd@jmu. edu)

Early^

»-

F'H^jp.i

. •

Non COB majors are
welcome to apply!

I'or M) ways in help the environment, write
Karth Share.
.WOO International Dr., NW.
Suite 2K (AIM).
Washington. IX: 20008.

DeadUp:

Welcome Back Special
TAN for the ENTIRE
School Year
$99.00
Perms or Highlights
$35.00
Full Body Massage
$35.00

Bring This Ad Offer
Expires Soon!

STYLE
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Bloomberg is not like other companies.
J-'
Cr !
I
?tfc(
X- ^

We demand a lot of you. And we give a lot back to you. If you want a corner office, forget it. If your
ego is wrapped in titles, forget it. If you want challenge - real challenge - read on. We're at the hub
of the financial world. We provide the information and news that financial professionals and private
investors depend on. Through a private, online financial information service. At BL00MBERG.COM®,
one of the top financial sites on the Web. On television. Radio. In magazines and books.

What we expect:
; ■taw'

High energy self-starters. A passion to generate great ideas. A comfort level for
teamwork. A desire to learn. A drive to help ft be the best.

M

Visit us at the Career Fair
Thursday, September 21, 2000
Convocation Center
1:00 PM-9:00 PM

For Reservations or Take Out

433-0961

815 East Market Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
33 East- 2 Blocks West of 1-81

IBS ireers.bloomberg.com

- Send your resume, indicating area of interest, to:
Bloomberg, College Recruitment
Job Code JMU
499 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022.
Fax:917-369-4752

Visit our website for a surprise gift, courtesy of L'ltalia

www.italiarestaurant.com

_

Bloomberg
DI*%#%|
DIOVjl

E-mail: college@bloomberg.net
EOE M/F/D/V

Where ARE The JMU
Copy Centers?
■# •

(In the basement
of the Medical Arts
Building)

Main - Medial Arts Suite 31 x3263
Showker- Room 203 x 3285
CISAT- Room 1002 x 8731

Showker
Copy
4
^»

CISAT
A-2
Copy

Bljcwonc Drive

B

Main
Copy
*iJJ

<r~

you have no excuse now.
Color Copies, Type Setting, Black & White Copies,
Resumes and Much Much More!
4
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"Improvisation takes over and you
never know what kind of humor will
erupt on stage."

Swing your partner
The Ballroom and Folk Dance Club
offered lessons and entertainment
Friday night.

MICHAEL ANDES, NOTHIN' FANCY
See story page 29

page 29

Peace, love and music

18, 2000

'Sketch Show' a big
honkin' good time
BY KATY KAIN

ROBERT N ATT/vpmor photographer

A singer from Infectious Organisms sings to the crowd at the Fall Peace Fest 2000 Saturday. Some fans
were disappointed because they missed the band when they performed earlier than scheduled.
BY MARIA MONSAVLE

contributing writer
Chill music and a laid-back atmosphere decorated
Godwin field Saturday afternoon as Fall Peace Fest 2000
rocked the field. It was a sweet way to spend a sunny
Saturday afternoon.
"It's cool how people can come out, open up, and
enjoy phat music all for free," freshman Sean Galdo said.
Unfortunately, a few of the other students who
showed up were not so pleased. Apparently, a few of the
bands changed their schedules and appeared at different
times than originally planned. Several students were disappointed to have missed Infectious Organisms, who
were scheduled to appear around 1 p.m. but ended up
playing early before leaving for a gig in North Carolina.
Scheduled to appear after Infectious Organisms was
the up-and-coming JJ & Doujah Raze; both artists are
JMU graduates. Their music, primarily spinning,
freestyle and hip-hop, was definitely a crowd pleaser.
They got people moving and involved in the lyrics. They
even managed to incorporate the Forest Hills riot and

ROBERT NATT/.MWW photographer

Radford University's "jam-jazz-funk band" Papa Funk
performed around 5 p.m. on Saturday.

other random JMU features in a few of their songs.
"It's good to see different types of people gathering in
one location for the love of hip-hop," Kevin McConnell,
a.ka. Doujah Raze said. Currently, JJ and Doujah Raze
have two singles on their record label, Trilogy. Their performance was "kill like meningitis," according to second
year graduate student Bryan Wilcox.
Another interesting addition to the mix of artists was
the group, Numb, featuring JMU Race and Ethnic Relations Professor Dr. Nikitah Okembe-Ra Imani who participates in free styling and is a supporter of local hiphop talent.
Poets in Motion, the next group to perform, commanded a lot of audience response. "They had a positive vibe and were very skilled artists," junior Lucas
Dansie said.
Meleket, which means "trumpets" in Ethiopian, was an
amazing addition to the eclectic group of performers at
Peace Fest. Currently based in Washington, D.C., the
group said they travel and perform their spiritual tunes
trying to uplift the people and make this place a better
world through the deep impact of music.
Every group's performance seemed to revolve around
the promotion of peace, love and unity.
The unfortunately long downtime between sets,
slight disorganization in set-up of instruments and stage
and lack of advertising for the event caused a poor
turnout.
Coordinator, graduate student Kai Safran said
his goal was to promote campus unity through
diverse music.
Diverse, it most definitely was. Concert-goers ranging in age from one to 50 appeared to listen and sway
with the music on Godwin field. Several types of music
ranging from hip-hop to reggae and techno were represented. Audience members seemed to find it the perfect
atmosphere for hackey sack, chillin', smoking cigarettes,
socializing and basically just being, well, at peace.
In this way, Fall Peace Fest 2000 most definitely
achieved its goal.

contributing writer
Last week a combination of a hilarious script and
a talented comedic cast kept the audience laughing
throughout the entire performance of the second Big
Honkin' Sketch Show.
The show, "The Big Honkin' History of the
World," was written by senior Austin Bragg and former student Meredith Bragg ('98).
Austin Bragg was one of the seven JMU students in the cast, which also included juniors
Kathryn Lawson, Emily Scrofani, Mike Setti, senior
Mike Bass, and sophomores Mike Dove and
Hunter Christy.
The performance differed from last year's
because this year's show had a theme, Austin
Bragg said. The performance consisted of a number of skits, illustrating specific excerpts taken
from the Bible and other historical documents
with a slight twist.
Each sketch opened with a member of the cast
sitting in a dimly lit old chair in which he or she
would read a passage from a large book. After noting a key historical event, the other actors would
proceed to portray the occurrence but with a
bizarre approach accompanied by a full array of
witty and sarcastic remarks.
Both religious and political, the timeline of events
ranged from the birth of Jesus Christ to a reenactment of World War I, all the way to the present day,
touching on current heated issues such as homosexuality and crazes like the new realitybased television show, "Survivor."
One of the highlights of the
show was the drafting of the Articles of Confederation by James
Madison. Challenged by the presence of Thomas Jefferson (who
happened to be wearing a Virginia
Cavaliers shirt), Madison
i
stepped forward and gave a
speech on what he envisioned the
>-^ future would bring. This includ! ed the founding of a great university named after him in which
there would be a great General
Education program, free unlimited parking and well-controlled riot police.
The show ended with a finale
in which the entire cast broke
out into song, strumming their
guitars to the melody of "Leav<S ing on a Jet Plane." This phrase
was replaced with "We're
leaving out the back door ..." The
song was used as the cast's opportunity to apologize for all the people they had probably offended
throughout the course of the show. The song
ended abruptly when each cast member scrambled
off stage to get away from possible angry students
and parents.
The cast anticipated controversy so on the back
of their program was a blank "dart" form angry
students, professors, or parents could fill out and
send to the Breeze.
A basic need for anyone attending a comedic performance is an open mind. It's nice to forget about
being serious all the time and just lighten up and this
show definitely did the trick.
■
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Four speakers will congregate at JMU for the
week-long academic event that will
discuss civic renewal
Leadership, communication,
build up the nation's urban centers
civic duty and injustice are just
bringing communities, governments
a few of the topics that will be
and citizens together for a common
addressed next week.
goal. The Pew Partnership is a civic
JMU officially opened the
research organization that deals with
Madison Symposium on "Civic
sharing solutions of community probRenewal and the University" yesterlems with other communities.
day with a showing of the film "The
According to Lee Ward, director of
Insider." The symposium will bring
JMU's Center for Leadership, Service
four eminent scholars to the Wilson
and Transition, "Community is not
Hall auditorium to speak on the
something that just shows up when
importance of communication, civic
we open our front door, rather it is
responsibility and public
something that collectively we create
journalism.
every day through our
Formerly the Arts
actions; further, being a
and Sciences
leader in the community
«Symposium, the
does not mean being an
Madison Symposium
elected official or holding
Community is
was renamed last
some other title."
March and is a tradition
not something
On Sept. 20, civil rights
that takes place at the
activist Julian Bond, the
start of each year.
that just shows
symposium's keynote
Admission to all
speaker, takes center stage
up when we
events is free and is
and will speak on the
open to the public.
importance of every
open our front
Don Ellis, professor
American exercising their
of communication at the
right to protest injustice.
door, rather it is
University of Hartford,
Ward said he thinks part
will speak about the
of Bond's message to stusomething
that
importance of tearing
dents and faculty is that
down the divisive lancollectively we
the strength of America
guage barrier that
rests on the ability and
create everyday
divides communities.
willingness of every citiHe'll also address how
zen to contribute time and
through our
college students can
energy toward the combreak down boundaries
mon good.
actions...
between those who
"Along with the counspeak English and those
try's rights and privileges
Lee Ward
who struggle with fluthere are obligations and
Director of JMU's Center
ency. He has authored
responsibilities," Ward
for Leadership, Service and
several academic books,
said.
Transition
including the criticallyBond is the board chairacclaimed "From
man of the NAACP, histo»
Language to
ry faculty member of UVa.
Communication."
and veteran of the civil
According to JMU
rights movement. In the
SCOM professor Phil
1960s he participated in
Emmert, Ellis is a true working scholnon-violent sit-ins in and around the
ar who writes as well as
campus of Morehouse College in
teaches.
Atlanta and was later dismissed from
Ellis, whose speech is today at 7
Georgia's House of Representatives
p.m. will be the first speaker of the
for protesting the Vietnam War.
week.
As a leading proponent of comOn Sept. 19 at 7 p.m., Suzanne
munity activism, Bond "wants to
Morse, executive director of the Pew
make sure the NAACP's voice is
Partnership for Civic Change, will
heard wherever race is discussed"
push for students to become leaders
and is trying to change the hearts and
in their community. Her goal is to
minds of the American people, not

•Sept. 18: GuestSpeake
communication at the Un
•Sept. 19: Panel Discuss
Century"; JMU faculty pa
Teske and Lee Ward
•Sept. 19: Guest Speake
Pew Partnership for Civic
Sept. 20: Panel Discuss
Candle: Civic Activism ar
Rick Thompson and Jacc
Sept. 20: Guest Speake
NAACP, presents 'Civil F
• Sept. 21: Panel Discuss
Children's Health-Care Ir
Linda Hulton and Rich H;
Transitions and Linda Na
• Sept. 21: Guest Speak<
NewsLab and former CB
Public Life."
just pass civil rights legislation.
Journalist Deborah Potter, the executive director of NewsLab, a television
news laboratory in D.C. and a former
correspondent for CNN and White
House correspondent for CBS, is the
symposium's final panelist. She will
speak on making connections between
journalism and public life. Public journalism, unlike traditional journalism,
attempts to forge links between the
community and journalist.
According to Eksterowicz, instead
of covering the upcoming presidential
election, for example, as a horse race
with facts and figures, Potter, as a
public journalist, would present a
presidential job application to the public.
This application would list all the
qualities she believes a good president
should possess and her readers would
be able to compare and contrast the
candidate's stands on particular
issues. Instead of showing a pie chart
depicting which candidate leads the
election, a public journalist would go

toth<
tiest
offic
P
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1 P OS Iu
cussion, 3:30-5 p.m., Room 202, Taylor Hall: "Sticks and Stones Can Break My
Gestures and Pictures) Can Hurt Even More"; JMU faculty panelists are Doctors
alley, Mary Lou Wylie, Esther Yook and Chong-kun Yoon
sr, 7 p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium: Dr. Donald G. Ellis, professor of
wersity of Hartford, presents "Public Engagement and Civic Discourse"
sion, 3:30-5 p.m., Room 404, Taylor Hall: "Building Community in the 21st
inelists are Doctors Suzanne Fiederlein, Kay Knickrehm, Rob Patterson, Robin

er, 7 p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium: Dr. Suzanne Morse, executive director of
c Change, presents "Citizenship for Change: A New Generation of Solutions."
sion, 3:30-5 p.m., Room 202, Taylor Hall: "Cursing the Darkness, Lighting a
nd Social Change"; JMU faculty panelists are Doctors Steve Guerrier, Louise Loe,
queline Walker
er, 7 p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium: Julian Bond, chairman of the board of the
Rights and Responsibilities in the New Millennium"
sion, 3:30-5 p.m., Room 202, Taylor Hall: "Enlarging Our Community: The
nitiative Program", JMU faculty panelists are Dr. David Cockley, Karen Ford,
larris, assistant director of JMU's Center for Leadership, Service and
ablo of Action Alliance for Virginia Children and Youth.
er, 7 p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium: Deborah Potter, executive director of
JS White House correspondent, presents "Making Connections: Journalism and

ic voters and find out what qualithey want in an elected
cial.
'otter's speech will be held on
t. 21.
\nthony Eksterowicz, professor of
tical science, writes in "Public
nalism and Political Knowledge"
the reporter "attempts to involve
people in issue selection, dialogue
candidate education, all for the
pose of increasing voter turnout."
Dne caveat, however, is the objecy of public journalism, according
ksterowicz. Do biases sneak in to
journalist's report card? Is the fine
crossed between strictly reporting
numbers and mixing opinion with
? Potter will address these ethical
cerns and many more.
ITie 2000 Madison Symposium is a
nee for students and faculty to
le together in a neutral setting and
n how communication, civic
xinsibility and public journalism
I help make Harrisonburg truly
together one."
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1999 - The State of American Art
An art critic for Newsweek and the owner
of a gallery in New York City were just a few
of the speakers who came to JMU last year to'
speak about art in America today.
1998 - Science and Technology in the
Human Community
Among the topics that were discussed by
visiting scholars and panel groups were the
Internet and its role at college, global warming and freedom of expression as it relates to
technology.
1997 - Violence: Images and Reality
Violence in the media, the evolution of
human violence, violence and the religions
of the world and mediation and conflict resolution were a few of the topics discussed during the speeches and panels.
1996 - The Sixties: The Best of
Times, The Worst of Times
Senator McCarthy, a prominent political
figure of the 1960s, was just one of the speakers during the symposium, which dealt with
such topics and issues as the Vietnam War,
religious diversity, science and politics.
1995-Jazz
In what was a celebration of music and
culture, performances and discussions about
jazz, its social relevance and its history educated JMU students and the Harrisonburg
community alike.

^ JMU's Center tor Leadership. Service and Transitions

The Madison Symposium's keynote speaker,
civil rights activist and board chairman of
the NAACP, Julian Bond.
»«♦
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Tuesday Sept 19 Great Acoustic Music by„

Kelly May Brown
Mon
Mornday Night
Football

AV1LI0N "

t

Wed
Crazy Daze

With Resident
Dls
FREE TACO
Phat
Tuesday
ages
18 & up
BAR

434-PAV2
2061-F Evelyn Byrd Avenue
Harrisonburg. VA 22801

Tues

25-cent
Wings

LIVE BANDS Spinning your
favorite house,
Call for
trance &
FREE POOL
Listings
breakz

Thurs

Fri
Local Bands &

Ladies Night

DJs

Saturday
Night Live

LADIES NO
COVER

FRATERNITY
& SORORITY
MIXER NIGHT

Q101
Live Remote

Mozzerella
Sticks $1.95
all night

Call for
Reservations

LADIES IN
FREE

Required reading
for anyone who
knows a kid.
If there's a child yiu CMC about, anywhere in your life.
then you should CM aNmt our public schools,
l-tir a free Ixmklet alioiit raising academic standards in
M>ur child's school call I-XOO-M-BK SMART.

•■■•

h
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i Breeze

' K..I. tun;' lln- i.ill.r\ M.-Iivil. I rtvCTMly

rommunil) for over 75 years.

CINNAMON BEAR
Bakery & Deli

9

• Fresh deli sandwiches
• Salads, wraps, & pitas
► Delicious baked goods
• Fresh baked bread
• Cappuccinos &
gourmet coffees

BUILD YOUR
OWN SANDWICH
2 Meats, 1 Cheese
Chips and a pickle

$4.29

YOU

Monday-Saturday
7:30a.m.-9:00p.m.
Sunday 11:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

NOT

NUMBER

YOU ARE NOT A MEMBER OF THE COLLECTIVE > YOU ARE NOT JUST A TRANSCRIPT

HELP WANTED

Valley Mall Food Court
433-2867

ARE

YOU ARE POTENTIAL PERSONIFIED > YOU ARE WHO WE WANT
VISIT US AT THE CAREER FAIR, SEPTEMBER 21 OR AT THE

INFORMATION SESSION, NOVEMBER

27 k 28.

CHECK WITH YOUR CAREER CENTER FOR TIME AND LOCATION.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT US AT WWW.SEARS.COM OR
WRITE US AT 3333 BEVERLY ROAD D4-171B HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL 60179
O2000

SEARS,

ROEBUCK AND CO

THE GOOD LIFE AT A GREAT PRICE. GUA A HEED.

MW

MONDAY, SEPT.
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Vou. Ho,fe0)£

Sponsored by Student Affairs
Intramural Sport* Program invite* you to play hard, ptayfair.
Stop by UWSC regWration desk for more info.
Career Fair! Opportunilie* 2000 at the Convo
Thursday 9/21,1-5pm.
All majors - All students welcome
Mountain Biking with UREC
Two trips: 9/1&, 10/22.
Three hours of fun and challenging mountain
biking throughout the Shenandoah. Valley.

UCC • Taylor Hall • x3341
University & College Center

CLS&T • Wilson Hall • x6705
Center for Leadership and Transition I
Admissions • Sonner Hall • x6207
Residence Life • Huffman • x6275

Minority Cower FotrotUwX
i wononop tn ucspoer
and TransportaBon provided to W»
state-wide fair on Tuesday, 10/31.
Sign up with AACD in Wilson 301.
Who's Who among Coles © Students
Must be a Junior wiiiVOcrod* and
3.5 GM. tf you are ir crested Kr
*Vr^»

Tr* \^^f^^Wf n^^w** »»w#w^^ee w*

x6613orvta»SO8iniaytor205.
Thinking about Grad School? Panel dueusston
on Graduate Schoai issues Monday iG/2 in
Burruss 44 from 7-8:30 pm.

Financial Aid • Warren Hall • x6022
Health Center • Health Center • x7951

Discussion Groups ond Workshops now in Session:
m
Stress Management, Comrriuivcatton SkWs, Eating
Disorders, and much more... Visit our website ore©*
x 6552 for into. www.jmu.ediJ/couiiseSingctr.

W For UnhNorsHy information,
-^SpaftJMU^fO. Cbwfcout
EventCeeter Catencfer of
events available on the

Judicial Affairs • Frederickson • x6218
University Recreation • UREC • x8700

'**

gateway

Disability Services • Wilson Hall • x6022
Talent Jam! College entertainer of the year and JMU
ctfumnus, Mike Raybum, hosts JMVs annual talent show.
Wflson Had apmTuetday, 10/10, and Ifs MS

AACD • Wilson Hall • x6555
Academic Advising & Career Development

Voter Registration for persons wim Wsabiiiies 9/11 - 10/10
Don't miss your opportunity to VOTE petMOAf.HM
Register at the Wsabetty Services office in Wttson Had today.

CMISS • Warren Hall • x6636
Center for Multicultural & International Services

Rejuvenate your mind and body through YOGA.
Tuesdays at UWEC, 4-6pm 10/10 - 10/31.
UPt presort Co7K»blQnteicqio^
Krevknuk a pm, Monday 9/28 at WSson Hat.
Tk*et* at the Wanen Ho* iox Office.

Q^\^^mml^'^y^^
\ on Monday *07»f*om

CSDC • Varner • x6552
Counseling and Student Development Center

W Dear Students,
Welcome to a new academic year at JMU. We are excited
W that you are here and look forward to providing you with many
W services, opportunities for involvement and new learning experiences. |
/ strongly encourage you to "Expand your Horizons" and get involved.
Share your gifts and talents with us so that we can create a true learning
community. Best wishes as you begin your 2000-2001 adventure!
Sincerely,

Dr. Mark Warner
Vice President of Student Affairs
UNIVERSITY.
• > .•»••• »■«.-* • « - t nwmn
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EXTRA ! EXTRA ! EXTRA! EXTRA ! EXTRA!

if Voted Best
Deli 2 years
in a row!

^^IJelicatessen

The

RETIREMENT

INSURANCE

MUTUAL FUNDS

TR UST 5E R VICE5

TUITI DN FIN ANCING

Meal Plan _-_.-

You EVER Had.

2035-51 E. Market St.

Skyline Village Plaza. Next to ABC

433-4090

Simply The Bestl
Foxhill Townhomes, JMU's newest student community,
otters the latest designs in student housing floor plans!
Large, individual private bedrooms, semi-private baths,
two living areas and plenty of parking. Quiet, townhome
style units—not apartments or condominiums.
•4 bedroom
• Dishwasher
•2 bath
• Disposal
• Over 1450 sq ft
• Range
•Microwave
•Refrig. with ice maker
•Washer/dryer
»On bus route
•Storage
• Vaulted ceiling
•Ethernet Hookups

It's a simple calculation:

TIAA-CREF's low expenses
mean more money
working for you.
The equation is easy Lower expenses in managing a

$215,000
How much? Just take a look at the chart Then call us.
We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so
you can see for yourself that no matter what your
investment, you'll benefit from low expenses And CREF
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%
to 0 34%'

For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,
superior customer service and strong performance.
Add it all up and you'll find (hat selecting your

f
1*9

i
<

Bt-DftQQM

BEBS.COM
9'5" »

2'»'

/

retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF.

BED-ROOM
Ji' X -2'*'

•-" •'

■i ;• » -2 «

I

3tjjE

/

i "\

T—
tAtr
KITCHEN

I LINEN
UHEiGZ
STUPY ABBA

E

-

PANTRY -A

STORAGE
LECiG
i»V a • -a-

J
UPPER LEVEL
Now signing leases for fall '2001.
Come check out the newest, the
largest, the best off campus housing
available at JMU!
9 a.m.-5 p.m. M-F

MAIN LEVEL
toxhill

loumhomei

0ffice/Mode|

1512 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA
W4.T0TW

432-5525

DMI Corporation • 1111 Old Colony Lane • Williamsburg, VA 23185
fax: 757-253-5813 • phone: 757-253-1692

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES DN PERFORMANCE

(und can equal better performance.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

ExreNsns*
Total accumulation! after 20 years based on initial investment
i»l SSO.OOO and hypothetical annual returns of B». Total return*
and principal value of investments will fluctuate, and yield may
vary. The chart above is presented for illustrative purposes only
and does not reflect actual performance, or predict future
results, of any TIA A-CRliF account, or reflect laies.

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

Fa more comprele information on our securities products, please call I 800.842 2 733. exl S509, lo request prospectuses Read lliern carefully
tjelote you invest
1. Estimated annual expenses ate adjusted quatletly 2.1 40% is a very reasonable lee level lor a typical fund. 0 40% is
neat, bul no! actually at tlie bottom ol, the mutual lurid experne ralro specltum • IIAA CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc distnb
utes the CREF and IIAA Real Fstale variable annuities • Teachers Personal Investors Seivk.es. Inc distributes the Personal Annuities variable
armuily component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements • IIAA and IIAA CREF life Insurance Co, New York. NY, issue insurance and
annuities • IIAA CREF Trusl Company, FSB provides trust services • Investment products are not FDIC Insured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. O 2000 IIAA CREF 08/03
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Court square dance Heralded harmonics

and high-energy humor
BY JULIE COOK

JESSICA FOSSh I"I /contributing photographer

Frosty Morning plays while the JMU Ballroom and Folk Dance club perform as part
of "Fridays on the Square" last Friday night.
BY SALLY SEIBERT

contributing writer
As the upbeat sounds of local bluegrass band, Frosty Morning, tuned up, a
shout for everyone to "grab a partner
and come on out for the Big Mountain
Square Dance" cried with reassurance
to the uncoordinated that "You only
have to know how to walk and follow
for this dance!"
College students and town members of
all ages gathered this past Friday night in
front of the Harrisonburg Court House for
the wrap up of the "Fridays on the
Square" concert series. This series, sponsored by Citizens for Downtown, has
offered a variety of concerts and programs
for the community's enjoyment the first
and third Fridays of the month from May
to September since 1989.
This year's closing performance featured JMU's Ballroom and Folk Dance
Club, which taught willing participants
traditional folk dances. Having the club
teach the community dances "is just a nice
way to wind things up," said Rick Hill,
coordinator of "Fridays on the Square" for
the past six years.
Other major supporters of the series are

Keith Mills, an originator of the event, and
former JMU professor Bob Bersson, who
now owns The Laughing Dog, a downtown store. Bersson emphasized that "it
really takes a community effort to make
this happen. We usually get about 200 to
300 people gathered out here for each
event and it wouldn't be possible without
the support of the local businesses."
Citizens for Downtown advocates the
development of community in Harrisonburg and well-informed, socially-vibrant,
culturally-active, historically-sensitive and
aesthetically-minded citizens.
This Friday's performance featured
several dances including "The Shortest
Waltz Lesson Ever," "Devil Among the
Taylors" and other traditional folk dances
that had town members of all ages up to
swing, stomp their feet, do-si-do, holler
and promenade with the partner of their
choice. During breaks from the vibrant,
involved dances, cookies, cake and lemonade were served while Frosty Morning
entertained.
"It was surprisingly a lot of fun meeting people of all ages and dancing with
whoever came up to you" freshman
Trisha Hahn said.

contributing writer
Bluegrass band Nothin' Fancy will redefine
true musical talent on
Wednesday night.
Accompanied by opening guests, Lost River, the
two bands will display
their high-energy performances, humor and pure
talent right here in Court
Square Theater. Lost River
will be making its debut in
Harrisonburg while Nothin' Fancy will be returning
home to their loyal fans of
the Valley.
Bluegrass music is
defined by the acoustic
sounds of the mandolin,
fiddle, bass and guitar.
Nothin' Fancy enhances
this sound with the addition of three- or four-part

harmony.
Bluegrass Wednesday's coordinator Chuck
Troutman described the
group's song writer and
mandolin player, Michael
Andes as, "a true wordsmith and borderline
genius," and Lost River's
guitarist, Danny Sebolt as
"a fantastic vocalist."
"Nothin' Fancy is the
fastest, upcoming band in
this genre with three CDs
released and more to
come," Troutman said.
Andes has played the
mandolin since the age of
10 with no lessons, but
with what he calls his
"God-given talent." His
idol since childhood has
been the much admired,
Charlie Waller, who just
recently recorded one of

Michael's very own songs,
"Heaven Got an Angel."
Traveling often with
their music to places such
as Alabama, North Carolina, Kentucky and New

Strike your fancy?
What Nothin' Fancy
w/Lost River
Where: Court Square
Theater
When: Wed. 730 p.m.
Cost: $8, tickets at door

York, the band said they
are thrilled to finally play
for their own folks here in
the Valley.
Nothin' Fancy has won
the East Coast Country
Music
Championship and the Virginia State Music
Championship.
Andes says it's not
the awards he loves
but the satisfaction
from the audiences.
He recalls with a
laugh, "We really
put qn a show.
Improvisation takes
over and you never
know what kind of
humor will erupt on
stage. We really
love what we do
and
the audience s
Photo courtesy of NOTHIN- FANCY have said it definiteBluegrass band Nothin' Fancy will perform at Court Square ly shows in our perTheater Wednesday evening.
formances."

A slap-your-belly-wild show
BY BRIAN POWERS

KATE W\LSON/senior photographer

Nik "The Belly" Gruswitz humored a
crowd at the Artful Dodger last week.

contributing writer
With an eclectic mix of personal stories, music and heartfelt poetry, Nik "The Belly"
Gruswitz performed his diverse
act of song, dance and lyric
Thursday night to an enthusiastic crowd at the Artful Dodger.
The atmosphere was very
relaxed, as was Gruswitz's act.
He contrasted this "looseness"
with some truly sharp and well
thought-out poetry.
For the most part, Gruswitz's
poems are lighthearted, with
titles like "Things to Do" or
"Miniature Golf," but he'll occasionally dig deeper with lines
like, "Presidents in war rooms
sip casual teas." It's insightful
lines like these that provoke
more than just a laugh at
Gruswitz's usually humorous
poetic anecdotes.
Gruswitz opened the show
with a short poem and a performance on the Native American

flute. Soft percussion was often
in the background, and
Gruswitz would commonly
play the flute.
The first set of the evening

u

He then ran around the
room encouraging
others to play his belly.

featured mostly simple and light
poetry, with lines like, "pebbles
in a stream, I wanna be round
and happy," and the more sensitive, "I'm in love with old couples with matching hats."
Gruswitz's delivery is reminiscent of a cool blues poet, yet
interspersed with a normal
voice that engages the audience and gives them all the
■

more to relate to.
Aside
from
poetry,
Gruswitz would often refer to
the alleged soothsaying capabilities of the board game
"Girl Talk," and encouraged
any audience member to come
up and take a spin on the
wheel and see their future. He
even took time out from his
act to talk seriously about politics and plug Ralph Nader.
The second set opened with
Gruswitz playing the washtub
bass. This set included more
hilarious poems such as "My
Dad plays Muzak," which is his
ode to his father's bad musical
tastes. The highlight of the set
was Gruswitz unveiling his third
musical instrument his belly.
This involved Gruswitz
slapping his belly and doing
various chants. He then ran
around the room encouraging
others to play his belly.
"I'm a songwriter myself,
and I'll tell you what, this guy's

the real deal," senior Tom
Home commented on the antics.
Gruswitz's said his influences range from Walt Whitman to Jack Kerouac. He wants
his poetry to "reflect real life for
what it is, not necessarily what
it's supposed to be."
Gruswitz came through with
his promise at the start of the show
when he said, "You've probably
never seen a show like this before."
He left the audience laughing, and
some confused. "I didn't really get
it," Senior James Hanson said, '1
thought he was supposed to be a
magician as well."
Regardless,
Gruswitz
seemed to have ample support
from his audience and fans
throughout the evening.
Gruswitz is currently on
tour throughout the East
Coast, and will be for the next
few months. To join his fan
club write or call Dead Tree
Press at P.O. Box 3171, Newton, NJ 07860, (973) 300-0090.
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Thank You,

MAJ^THEET

JMU Housekeeping!
We' appreciate your year
round dedication to making
our campus a special place
to live and work!

BAR «. GRILL
A new and rising star
You saw them last week with Virginia Coalition,
now they're back for a headline performance!

The Silky Smooth Guitar Rock of

GA 7WENUE
WEDNESDAY SEpT 20, 10 P.M.
National Housekeeping Week
September llth-15th.

Tickets at the door just $5.00 with Student I.D.
18 & up show
153 South Mainstreet Harrisonburg • 432-9963 • www.MegaWattlnc.com

RU Considering Graduate School?
RADFORD
UNIVERSITY

Invest in Yourself at RadfOrd UnfVerSfty

Here's A Peek
• Over 45 programs of study at the master's and
specialist levels, many with national recognition.
• One of the lowest graduate tuition in Virginia:
$159 per credit hour in-state; $310 per credit hour
out-of-state.
• Variety of financial aid opportunities available,
including scholarships, loans, graduate
assistantship, and tuition waivers.

Graduate Majors Include:
•Art Education (M.S.)
• Communication Sciences
and Disorders (M.S., M.A.)
• Education (M.S.)
• Environmental and Engineering
Geosciences (M.S.)
• School Psychology (Ed.S.)
•Studio Art (M.F.A.)
• Business Administration (M.B.A.)
• Corporate and Professional
Communication (M.S)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Educational Leadership (M.S.)
Music (M.A., M.S.)
Psychology (M.S., M.A.)
Social Work (M.S.W.)
Criminal Justice (M.A., M.S.)
Counseling and Human
Development (M.S.)
• English (M.A., M.S.)
• Nursing (M.S.)
• Reading (M.S.)
• Special Education (M.S.)

To Learn More Please Come By Our Booth At The:
University of Virginia Graduate and Professional School Fair on
Thursday, September 21, 2000 From 9:30 am -1:30 pm
Or Contact:
Admissions Coordinator • Graduate Studies • P.O. Box 6928
• Beautiful campus with outstanding facilities,
Radford University • Radford, VA 24142
including on-campus housing for graduate students.
Phone: (540)831-5431 • Fax: (540)831-6061 • E-mail: gradcoll@runet.edu;
Visit Our Web Sites On The Web:
•Comfortable graduate enrollment of 1,200 students
Radford University: http://www.runet.edu
resulting in small classes and close interaction
among students and faculty.
Graduate Catalog:http://www.runet.edu/GradCatalog/Gradlndex.htm
On-Line Application: http://www.runet.edu/~gradcoll
• Spectacular location in the mountains of
Southwestern Virginia with many recreational
opportunities nearby.
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Tresfimen,
Sewina Your

Wildcats?
Turf Magazine needs your
crazy, SEXY, and cool stories.
We also need freshman girls and guys to pose
for a photo shoot.

If interested, call Deb or Alex
at 568-6127.

Keepin' it Tight!

^^s~— Ihe *jt

FOXfield

Races

Sunday
September

24th

ATTENTION JMU STUDENTS
Infield spots available at
University Outpost
Port Republic Road
(540)432-0287
www.foxfieldraces.com

^
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Want to lead an
<
Alte
rnative Spring Break W
A,.

sCfiii

^

i

For Students Only!
September 9-15
All Copy Center Location

Trip Leaders Interest Meetings
September 18 and 19 at 8pm in Taylor 405
Questions?
Community Service-Learning
Wilson 204, 568-6366
e-mail: wallacem

xS263 Showker Hall (Rm. 203) x3285
Health & Human Sciences A 2 (Rm. 1002) x8731

STUDIO X
MODEL SEARCH
Studio X is presenting a Fashion Show
on October 20, and we are currently
looking for female models. There is no
height or weight requirement. We welcome
all Body types. Bring a photo by the shop at
10 NEWMAN AVE Please call 438-8459
for an appointment. The deadline is
September 30.
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When will
'Cops' get
props?

blurred to protect his identity from his fellow enlisted
men (good luck, Paul!). Danny, against all odds (save one
slip-up) has managed to brave Mardi Gras nudity and
flirting gay men in bars to stay-true to Paul. The problem
is, no one can see Paul due to his blurred face. So, who
cares about the relationship anyway?
Kelley
Despite her beautiful looks, this down-home southern
girl has been there. She's had problems with depression,
but she overcame them. And one day, she'd like TO emulate Oprah Winfrey and improve the lives of many
through television. Awwww. But don't think she won't
get sassy with David or Jamie if need be.

The Real World:
New Orleans
Before "Survivor" and even "The Real World," there
was the reality-based show, "Cops." The granddaddy of
reality-based television had been on for a decade. Yet the
media is playing up reality shows like they're new. I
think we all have noticed that reality shows have taken
over. Who can forget "Survivor" mania? Or CBS's "Big
Brother," that never quite took off like the sexier, sassier,
bitchier European version.
Still, when it comes to documenting the angst of the
18- to 25-year-old crowd, MTV's "Real World" has a
monopoly. For the ninth season, New Orleans is the location. But, no matter how bawdy the location, the cast
seems almost as boring as the London cast.
The cast's assignment is not to take care of an 800pound bedridden man as I had hoped, but to produce a
"Real 7 at 7" show on public access television. When will
these freeloading slobs get a real job? And more importantly, why are some of them sharing beds?
Danny
He wants to be the modern day James Dean of sexual
ambiguity. He rebels by not shaving a patch of hair
under his bottom lip. A 22-year-old graduate of the University of Georgia, Danny is the "gay one" on the show.
Criticized by my ex-roommate as not being "gay
enough," Danny has captured hearts of women who
refused to believe that he's gay. But Danny's comely
looks aside, he misses his lover, Paul, whose face is

r
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'Real World'
Reality Bites
— Alex Vessels

§1

Jamie
This Web entrepreneur first showed his true colors on
the casting special. After Boston's Kameelah asked him
about his privileged background and racial issues, he
didn't hesitate to call her "Shaka Zulu" after she'd left the
room.
An overconfident, horse-faced guy from Chicago, he
was initially the subject of many a cast member's affections, including Kelley, Melissa, and even Danny. He
then fell out of favor with his lackadaisical work ethic
and by producing the worst "Real 7 at 7" show to date.
1 le also couldn't understand why Melissa was so upset
after her bayou tour guide referred to black birds as "niggerstorks." You're slippin, Jamie.
Melissa
The self-proclaimed "star of the show," Melissa is a
diminutive (5-foot-2 inches and 92 pounds) biracial
"sasspot" who uses her humor as a defense mechanism
to keep from dealing with a marred childhood. She doesn't want to be a cultural ambassador, but ends up becoming one anyway to naive Julie.
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Julie
A staunch Mormon from Wisconsin, there are many
things that Julie didn't learn at Brigham Young University. She boggles Melissa's mind by questioning what was
wrong with calling people "colored." At first I hated her,
but she's more tolerable now, since she's actually getting
something out of the experience.
Matt
The "alternative Christian" of the show, Matt tries to
prove that he can be a stylish, groovin' man with faith.
But, it doesn't work. Matt sports obnoxious oversized
glasses, vintage nerd shirts, platinum locks and other
wacky Gadzooks-inspired accessories. He loves break
dancing and rave culture. So, I'm confused. Does he go to
raves and not do ecstasy? Is he allowed to dance? What a
poser.
David
The hardworking, black-man character of the show,
David hails from the rough streets, of Chicago's south
side. Constantly sporting a wave cap and a baD attitude,
David is about three things: singing, girls, and working
out. So, when he's not boning chicks in Mart's presence,
he's making his already-oversized shoulders even bigger.
He was so proud when his mama came out to see him
sing the national anthem at a sporting event. His voice
isn't bad, but when he sings, it's like a Boyz II Men
dramatization. Heads are bobbing, lips are twitching
when they don't need to be. After the house's South
Africa trip, David tries to put his funky attitude aside
(but not his catch phrase "woo woo") to mend relationships with the house.
All in all, this isn't the most exciting season. Where are
the freestyle rapping drunks? MTV should write a clause
into the show, that if it doesn't get exciting within two
weeks, New York season's Heather B. should be brought
in. But, for now, I'll continue watching until next season's
10th anniversary in New York.

Alex Vessels is a senior writer who is the editor
of Turf Magazine, coming soon to a Breeze
near you.
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ART
>• Works by Elijah Go win. sophomore Lesley Golenor. and sophomore Ryan Mulligan:
Zirkle House New Image, Artworks and
Other Galleries - Mon.-Thurs„ noon-5 pm..
Fri. & Sat., noon-4 pm.. free
► The Images of Text": Sawhill Gallery
Exhibit, Duke Hall - Mon.-FrL 1030 am.430 pin. Sat. & Sun., 130 pm.-430 pm.,
free

MUSIC

MOVIES

>• Georgia Avenue: Mainstreet Bar & Grill Wednesday 10 pm, $7 cover, $5 with JAC
>• Nothin' Fancy w/ Lost River: Court Square
Theater - Wednesday 730 pm.. $8, tickets at the
door
>■ Jimmies Chicken Shack: Trax - Friday 9 pm.,
$10 advance, $12 at door
► Doug Ahlstedt, tenor: P.C. Ballroom - Sunday
3 pm, $2 students, $5 general public

► Graf ton -Stovall Theatre: "Where the Heart
Is," Wed. & Thurs.. 7 and 930 pm., $2; "Gone
In 60 Seconds." Fri. & Sat., 7 and 930 pjn., $2:
"Brazil," Sunday. 730 pm, free
>• Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "Autumn In
New York," "Saving Grace," The Replacements."
'The Perfect Storm," 'The Art of War." $5
before 6 pm. $725 after, call 434-7107
>• Regal Cinemas Harrisonburg 14: "Bait,"
"Bring It On." "Blood Simple," "Coyote Ugly,"
"Highlander: Endgame." "Nurse Betty," "Nutty
Professor II: The Klumps," "Scary Movie," "Space
Cowboys." The Cell." The Original Kings of
Comedy," The Watcher," "Way of the Gun,"
"What Lies Beneath." $5 before 6 pm.. $725
after, call 434-7661

Compiled by TASHA HARMON/staff writer
If you would hke an event in 'Style Weekly,' send a letter c/o Style section; Anthony-Seeger Hall, MSC 6805; JMU; Harrisonburg.VA 22807; include date, cost and location of the event.
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Harrisonburg Baptist Church

WANTED

^Weekday activities for College Students:
Wednesdays - 9:00pm
College Late Night at the Church
(Games & Fun!)

Tutors
For all subjects areas and
levels. JMU students only.
Stop by the Counseling and
Student Development Center,
Varner House, for an application.

Thursdays -9:15pm
College Bible Study led by JMU Prof Patcie Brevard
840 Canterbury Drive, Harrisonburg
(Call church for directions or a ride)

433-2456

__

501 So. Main Street
(Just a few short blocks from JMU)
www.harrisonburgbaptist.com

send a

111

DART

Janes Madison University $ 3rd Annual
:

or a

PAT
Soreeze

K.-hlllhH til. 1.1,1 „-s

M.BII^M,

i ,„,,

IM(,

Partial Schedule for:

fnferndfbna! Wttk
Saturday, September 23

m

-

rtimmunil) for over 75 wars.

DOWNTOWN

Harrisonburg's International Festival
Hillandale Park 12pm-6pm
Crafts, Arts, Dancing & FOOD

Sunday, September 24
Hispanic Folklore Ballet
Wilson Hall 2pm-2:30pm

Monday, September 25

□ATHLETIC
S^QH

Fall Study Abroad Fair
PC Ballroom llam-3pm

Tuesday, September 26

in

10% OFF
All
Purchases
With JAC Card
regular priced
merchandise only

Wednesday, September 27
International Bazaar
The Commons llam-3pm
(Rain Location: Taylor 202)
Crafts from Around the World

Thursday, September 28

Top-notch selection
of JMU apparel:

Madeline MacNeil — Celtic Music
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium, 6pm FREE

Hats, shortsleeved tees,
long-sleeved tees and
sweatshirts

Friday, September 29
International Extravaganza
PC-Ballroom, 6pm
Come enjoy performances by various
cultural groups $10 or $ 5 for students
Contact CMISS for Tickets!

A Family Run Business
in Central Virginia for
Over 56 Years
438-1460
University Plaza - 600 H
University Blvd
(next to Costco)

For all of the details, checkout...
www.jmu.edu/international/iweek2000
v.

>

International Opportunities for Faculty
Taylor 400, 5pm-6pm

MONDAY, SEPT

Bobby Knight
The immortal/controversial Indiana coach
was fired, but he still has many supporters.

L
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"It's awfully hard to live under the
guidelines that the university gave him."
TOM GEYER

Indiana basketball player, pg. 41

Page 39

Dukes lose despite a close contest
JMU allows only one South Florida offensive touchdown and 229 yards
DUKES, from page 1
yards down to the; South Florida
29-yard line. Glover, however,
was unable to connect on a 47yard field goal. The miss leaves
Glover one for six on the year in
field goals.
"He actually has a bit of a
pulled groin," Matthews said.
"Mike is our kicker, he'll be
fine."
Special teams coach Eddie i
Davis said, "I think he's
going to be fine. Mike ->
Glover is a competitor,
he proved that last
year."
Despite what the
score would indicate,
the Dukes performed
well on offense,
putting up 235
yards in th
game to the
Bulls' 229.
"It was a
close game
outside of three plays," senior
quarterback Charles Berry said.
"Those three plays decided the
game."
Berry completed 19 of 41
passes for 180 yards for a Dukes'
passing attack that was highly
effective.
"They did a good job of shutting down our run," Berry said.
"We were forced to go the pass.
Sometimes that's just how it goes
when you don't play well in all
three phases of the game."
The Dukes amassed just 55
yards on the ground, 40 of those
coming from Berry.

r

"We just couldn't block
them," Matthews said. "They're
really good up front."
The evening was one of
missed opportunities for JMU,
which three times got inside the
Bulls' 40 and was not able to put
any points on the board.
"The other team just played
very well," sophomore tailback
Brannon Goins said. "Their
linebackers sat in pretty
much whenever you run."
The Dukes would put
their only points of the
game up on the board in
the fourth quarter.
After leading JMU 62
yards down to the USF
12, Berry took the option
right, ran over a South
Florida defender and
easily walked into the
end zone.
South Florida began
the scoring after
Glover's
failed
attempt when senior kicker
Bill Gramatica connected on a
51-yard field goal to put the
Bulls on the board. After
Dixon's run, the return by
Rubin and the fumble recovery
by Miller, Gramatica sent a 33yard attempt through the uprights to put South Florida up
26-0.
Beyond the score, many of
the two teams' statistics appear
almost identical.
JMU collected 15 first
downs to USF's 13. The Dukes
had 235 yards offensively and
the Bulls had 229. JMU was
forced to punt nine times and

AM )RE^W TUFTS/senior photunnipher

Sophomore Brannon Goins (5) looks for some running room behind the blocking of senior Mike Dealy
(75) during Saturday's game. Goins has 45 rushes for 323 yards and two touchdowns this season.
South Florida eight. The
Dukes held onto the ball for
29:38 while USF had possession for 30:22.
The only numbers that
weren't nearly identical were in
the breakdown of offensive
yardage.
JMU owned the passing
game, throwing for 180 yards

How evenly did the Dukes
match the Bulls in Saturday's game?
USF

JMU
15

First Downs

13

55

Rushing Yards

169

180

Passing Yards

60

235

Total Yards

229

3-29

Penalties - Yards

11-123

29:38

Possession Time

30:22

3-15

Third-down Conversions

2-13

while picking up just 55 on the that's what is important."
ground. The Bulls collected just
Senior defensive back Mark
60 yards in the air and rushed for Coates said, "We pretty much
169.
held our own on defense. We
Despite the statistical parity, tried to do our part to win the
South Florida coach Jim Leavitt game."
thought the score was indicative
JMU will attempt to regroup
of the game.
this week while they have a bye,
"1 mean 26-nothing [in the and then begin conference play a
first half] against the 13-ranked I- week from Saturday when they
AA team in the country, 1 think host New Hampshire.
that's domination," Leavitt said.
Atkins thinks the open week
"We dominated them in every is a good thing for the team after
phase of the game in the first •» the tough loss.
half."
"We can refocus, be ready for
Senior Dukes safety Ron conference play. Got to get it
Atkins did not share Leavitt's done."
sentiment.
Aside from the play of the
"No I would not agree with special teams, Matthews feels
that statement one bit," Atkins confident of where the team is
said. "Minus two or three plays, headed, especially entering a
this was a close game."
stretch of eight straight games
Atkins led a Dukes defense against conference foes.
that made eight tackles for a loss
"The only thing we have to
and limited the Bulls to just 15 get better on is punting the ball,"
more yards than they managed Matthews said. "Our defensive
in a loss against Kentucky last kids played magnificently,
week.
offense kids got better the whole
"We definitely did a good job game against a great defensive"
of stopping them in the second team.
half," sophomore defensive tack"If we can't punt the damn
le Noah Wilson said. "Every- ball we're going to get beat all
body played their hearts out and year."
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Classic Photography
Announces
PRINT ORDERING
ONLINE!!!

EVERYONE
HAS AN OPINION
What's YOURS?

@

MI

^:-^.>

CLASSICPHOTOINC.COM
Your PASSWORD is:

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR CAN BE

DROPPED OFF AT THE BREEZE
nthon\

ter basement

Come celebrate the color of our community!

d

\

^

It l«H)ks like the perfect d.
ITie only problem is, it's a p.

-f

[

\

) (*

It's dyslexia. A reading disability where some
kids confuse their d's with p's, b's and q's.
Hut, with help most of these kids ran go on to do

well in school. Call 1-888-GR8 MIND now
There's no reason to be held back.

mreeze

The

tht

,rd

3

Reorhinc fltc Jama Madison Uniwstty '
r(immunity for over 75 years.

%fa*

Annual International Festival

Saturday, September 23, 2000
+ Rain or Shine *

SjnritiuuTsuchic

1\

'Monica
Specializes in:
Tarol Cards ■ Psychic Palm
and Angel Readings
MONICA will help you find a higher j
level of fulfillment at conquering
your dreams and desires in love.
She will enter your Aura and
Lncrgy of vibrations through the
spiritual realm of r.S.P. She can
bring forward vour <nul-mate.
enhance your career and brighten
your health. MONICA holds ihe keyto overcome all obstacles & condi
tions that mav bp part of your life.

f*

&
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Hillandale Park
Harrisonburg
Noon to 6:00

Music,
dunce,
food,
art

Learn
about international cultures and languages
Free shuttle available from the Godwin bus stop!

For Appt. Call

(540) 442-1250
2750 S.Main St. H burg

Share

childrens' activities
folk crafts
games
storytelling

Volunteer
He a part of this year's festival
We're looking for:
Artisans
Food Vendors
Musicians
Storytellers

Planning Volunteer!
Day-of-cvcnt Volunteers
Translators

To volunteer, please contact: Vaunda Brown, 433-6228
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WE KICK ADS'
JMU Students

Show 'em you care

CCC

Present this coupon for a

FREE FACEPLATE

SEND A PAT

in your choice of color,
when you sisn up for service at

CELLULARONE

«

Exclusive Student Calling Plans!

Personal Attention In A
Comfortable Atmosphere

Better Coverase • Better Service • Better Value
^"^ General Orthopedics
Sports Injuries

Visit our convenient

Hand Therapy
Back & Neck Care

Harrisonburg locations:

Burn & Wound Care
Spotswood

Wal-Mart

Valley Square

(Valley Mall)

(near Kroger)

574-2299

433-7676
Valley Mall
(near Belk Court)

433-0550

Flexible Hours & Scheduling
We File Most Insurance
Claims For You
BACK IN ACTION
PHYSICAL THERAPY

Super
Wal-Mart

564-1600

(Rt. 42)

432-1683
• Some rasliiclions apply

755-F CANTRELL AVE.
(Next to Hardees)
HARRISONBURG, VA
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n
WHEN YOU RIDE DRUNK. ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.

Alcohol
quickly aims
affects your judgment, balance, and coordination. When these faculties \ A
CIKUWI quiiKiy
are impaired, riding becomes more than difficult. It becomes dangerous. Don't drink \f/
and ride. Or your last drink might be your last drink. MOTMCYCI.F. SAFETY FOUNDATION^'

after this, the corporate
ladder will be a piece of

[cake]
In the course of facing challenges like this, you'll learn
how to think on your feet. Stay cool under pressure. Take

I

charge. Talk to an Army ROTC rep. You'll find there's
nothing like a little climbing to help prepare you for
getting to the top.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

Take the Challenge
Contact MAJ Love at 568-6094
ld*-"
^
******

Join a co-ed soccer team for a fun-filled event! Six
teams representing Africa, Asia, Europe, North
America, South America, and faculty/staff
composed of internationals and U.S. nationals
compete for JMU's own WORLD CUP!
Anyone can participate!
Join your continent's team and defend its honor
on Saturday, September30 at the
UREC soccer field!

SIGN-UP DEADLINE: 4:00 p.m. on Sept. 22

For voting registration info, see www.y2vote.org

2U0H
If you don't do it, who will?

To join a team or for
more information, contact:
Federal Voting Assistance Program

Center for Multicultural/International
Student Services
Warren Hall, Room 245
multicultural@jmu.edu
JIVIU International Week: September 23 - October 1

MONDAY, SEPT
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ANDREW TUFTS

Meteorology: an ode to Willard Scott
One student's journey to seek out the Al Roker in all of us and to eat like him
Let me tell you how I stumbled into
the wrong profession.
Sitting in room 631 of the Tampa
Westshore Marriott hotel on Friday night,
a note appeared under my door which
said something along the lines of:
. Tropical Storm Gordon is currently 390 miles
southwest of Tampa, with winds sustained at
70 mph. The management of the hotel is aware
of this situation and is taking every possible
precaution to ensure that, should an evacuation be necessary, our guests are taken care of
to thefidlest extent.
11mm ... moment for thought here.
Where am I? Tampa.
Where is the storm headed? Tampa.
Where is tomorrow's JMU/South
Florida game? Tampa.
Realizing the situation, Travis Clingenpeel and 1 tuned our television to
channel 15 to get our "local forecast,
accurate and dependable, from the
Weather Channel." Sure enough, a large
mass of swirling wind-and-rain hell
was headed toward Tampa at 12 mph.
It looked like it was going to be a sloppy weekend, and game — and me without my galoshes or raincoat.
Realizing that a tropical storm was
headed toward Tampa, my mind got to
thinking (even more than it already had).
Correct me if I'm wrong (and you
can't because I'm right), but wasn't this
the exact same thing I had predicted
merely a week earlier? When describing
the Dukes' defeat of Liberty on Sept. 9,
didn't I say that a tropical depression
was headed for Tampa and it would
reach hurricane status by the time it
reached the shore?
OK, so I said it would reach the Gulf
instead of the shore, and 1 was using a
weather system to describe the football
team. But, one simple, albeit eerie, fact

remains: I predicted this storm.
Go ahead and doubt me; don't believe
the hype. Then go ahead and check last
week's Sept. 11 issue of The Breeze and
come to your own realization that I have
finally predicted the future. I am the
magic 8-ball. I may struggle severely at
picking football games, but I got this
whole weather thing down pat.
Call me Cleo, a Psychic Friend, or
Andrew the All-Knowing. Whichever
way you slice it, I may have single-handedly saved the city
of Tampa — or at
least someone's
family cat.
Because of my
quick thinking and
99-cent-a-minute
psychic abilities,
the Tampa Bay
Devil Rays postponed their game
with the Oakland
Athletics.
Because of my
other-worldly
powers, numerous
airlines pre-cancelled their flights
a day in advance (including my own) so
that numerous wayward travelers wouldn't have to deal with the questionable
hospitality of a Tampa airport terminal.
And then I thought some more, and
kicked myself in the ass.
A vision of Sammy Sosa and Don
Baylor appeared before me, and
Sammy said, "Hey Andy, you in the
wrong game."
It was soooo reeaal.
Sammy brought it all into focus for me.
He made me understand that I have
wasted the past three years studying to

-u

become a journalist. While 1 burn my final
year in the Modular Building with the
other SMADies, I know that 1 should
have already wasted at least two years, if
not more, in that building, or at least that
side of campus.
I should have studied to become a
meteorologist.
I could have been the lucky forecaster
to go to the Cherrystone Annual Crab
Festival, Aug. 23-25, and appear on
national television with a bib. Or, attend
the
Allendale
Candy
Apple
Farm Jubilee, April
14-16, and stuff
my face with the
other locals.
Then, while
picking crab meat
out of my teeth
with a cue card,
or
smacking
through
some
caramel
and
choking on an
appleseed, I could
inform the nation
that Dottie Smithford of Bird in
1 land, Pa. celebrates her 104th birthday
today, or that Wilbur and Harriet Talmage of Centropolis, Ks. are celebrating
their 80th wedding anniversary.
Instead of cumulating stats, I should
have been observing cumulus clouds.
Instead of watching to see when the
center pulls, I should have been trying
to understand the moon's gravitational
pull. While I was comparing opposing
quarterbacks, I should have been analyzing seismographs.
Then, I would have been a weatherman.

Call me Cleo, a Psychic Friend,
or Andrew the All-Knowing... /
have finally predicted the future.
I am the magic 8-ball... / may
have single-handedly saved the
city of Tampa.

W—

Instead, I'll be roaming the sidelines at your local stadium and sitting
in the press box enjoying free food
and a beverage of my choice.
Which brought me to my situation
Saturday night, in the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers home — Raymond James
Stadium. I was on the same grass that
hundreds upon hundreds of professional football players tread each
Sunday afternoon. I was looking up
at the giant pirate ship that goes off
after each Buccaneer touchdown.
A gentle rain came down from the
ominous heavens, and I patiently waited
for the wrath of the storm I predicted to
come crashing down on me, ruining the
camera The Breeze entrusted to me. I successfully fashioned a Marriott garbage
bag to the end of the 300mm camera lens
and tied it securely on with some string I
chewed off the end of my sideline pass.
Roaming the sidelines, I waited to be
the guy who got run down by a defender
going for a sideline pass
Later, while I was sitting in the luxurious press box at Raymond James Stadium
watching seven televisions of pure football excitement, I took a bite of my barbecued pork sandwich and sat and marveled at the fact that I was indeed a journalist, with a weatherman's body, and I
was damn hungry.
Andrew Tufts is, regretful
ly, a senior SMAD major
who is member #197 of
the Willard Scott for President Fan Club.

ANDREW TUFTS/w/iior phoiugruplier

GOING TO THE AIR: Senior quarterback Charles Berry (11) attempts a pass against the Bulls of South Florida on Saturday. Berry completed 19 of 41 passes for 180 yards,
thr
two interceptions and rushed for the Dukes' only score in the 26-7 loss. JMU's passing game was far more effective than that of USF, which managed only 60 yards.
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Come in for nightly
Raw Bar Specials!
EVERYDAY
Wings .25< each
b d >zor /2
So\d
T(eat< in only)
;' <*o**
^

Sandwich Specials
Crabcake Sandwich $6.25
BBQ Chicken Sandwich $4.95
Fried Oyster Sandwich $4.95
Smokehouse Burger $5.25
All Sandwich Specials include I side of your choice

Salads
All you can eat
Salad/Pasta Bar $4.99
Grilled Hot Dog & Fries
Combo $1.95
Vegetarian Dishes Available

Every time a company makes a product, Ihey also use energy and natural resources.
Every time you make a purchase, you could save some of that energy and those
resources. 'Cause when you buy durable and reusable products, there's less to throw
away. And less to replace. For a Iree shopping guide, please call 1-800-2-RECYCLE.

BUY SMART.

WASTE

LESS.

SAVE

www.cnvironmcntaldefcnse.org

»*'"«!

Wednesday 20th
Todd Schlabach 10p.m.

30 W.Water St. Harrisonburg
7 Days a Week, 11 a.m.-2 a.m.

Thursday 21 st
Jon Fritz 10p.m.

433-9874

TMU RING2002SALE
*^~H

SNVIR0NM6NTA D6I <".-.<■

Every Tues. & Sun.
Crab legs $9.99 lb.
Sunday Brunch
11 a.m - 3 p.m.
Catering Available

•«»»••

Tuesday 19th
Jon Fritz 10p.m.

r

MORE.

CLASS OF
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ASON

ATTENTION CLASSES
Order your class ring today
Class of 2002

September 19-21
Warren Hall, Post Office Lobby

uiiiir.mv \

'JMf>6

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Artcarved

Class of 2001

September 19-21
Warren Hall, Post Office Lobby
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

//■nfJfv
v<

Artcarved

Class of 2000

September 19-21
Warren Hall, Post Office Lobby
10 a.m, - 4 p.m.

Artcarved

FIELD HOCKEY
The ninth-ranked Dukes rolled
past Virginia Commonwealth 6-0 on
Wednesday at Bridgeforth Stadium.
Senior Liz Sanders, junior Traci
Forchetti and freshman Janelle
Perlis all turned in a two-goal performances for the Dukes, who won
their fifth consecutive game.
Senior goalkeeper Amanda Latz
made four saves in 58:22 of play
and her back-up, sophomore Kiernan Raffo was uncontested in sharing the shut-out.
JMU will next visit the Duke Blue
Devils on Sunday. Last season the
Dukes toppled Duke, 6-1.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
JMU rallied from one-goal deficits
twice and scored four second-half
goals to beat American, 5-2, in
Washington, D.C. on Saturday.
Sophomore Katie Wildeman
scored two goals and freshman
Christy Metzker scored a goal and
added an assist in the win.
The Dukes rallied twice and
scored three goals in an 11-minute
/ span to put the game away.
JMU posted 15 shots, as did
American. The Dukes had four corner kicks and the Eagles had none.
JMU hosts Georgetown on Tuesday night at Reservoir Field.

The Dukes won three straight
matches over the weekend to win
the Kentucky Classic in Lexington.
On Friday evening, JMU met up
with the Lady Govs of Austin Peay
and walked away with a 3-1 victory.
The Dukes jumped out to a 7-0
lead in game one en route to a 15-6
win. After APSU took game two 1513, JMU won the next two 15-11
and 17-15.
Sophomore Jessica Evers led the
way for the Dukes with 23 kills on
77 attempts.
On Saturday, JMU defeated
Southern Illinois 3-1 for their second straight victory.
The Dukes offense was dominant
as they posted a .225 hitting percentage for the match.
Junior Larissa Daily led the way
for JMU making 19 kills and posting
a .472 hitting percentage.
After some inconsistency in the
first three matches with Southern
Illinois, taking two of those three
the Dukes dominated offensively
taking the last two games to win
the match.
In the final game JMU took on host
Kentucky. After dropping the first
game 15-9, the Dukes cruised to the
victory winning the next three games
by scores of 15-8, 15-13 and 15-5

Director of Sports-Media Relations
Gary Michael
and
Broadcast Director
David Gallatin
for assisting the Breeze Sports crew
in getting out of Hurricane-ravaged
Tampa in time for production.

Despite controversy over alleged
altercations, Knight hears support
graduated from the IU law school. "I
don't think the Indiana administrators
Knight-Ridder Tribune
FORT WORTH, Texas — Basketball in were laying for him, trying to trip him
Indiana is like football in Texas. up. From what the president said at the
Hoosiers are devoutly devoted to their
hoops. For most, the temple is Assembly Hall in Bloomington, Ind. For the
past 29 seasons, Bob Knight made IndiIt saddens me to see one of
ana a place where basketball was king.
the greatest era of college
But Sunday, the idol was torn
down, defaced. Knight was fired by
basketball end this way.
Indiana University president Myles
Brand after defying a zero-tolerance
-Steve Alford
edict with "uncivil, defiant and unacformer All-American al Indiana,
ceptable"behavior.
current head coach at Iowa
"As a former student-athlete at
Indiana and former player for coach
»—
Knight, it saddens me to see one of
the greatest eras of college basketball end this way," said Iowa coach news conference, there seemed to be a
Steve Alford, a former All-American lot of evidence that he was going to
at Indiana who played on Knight's make the school suffer.
"It's definitely a black mark that he
last national-championship team, in
didn't
go out on his terms. I think a lot
1987. "I have always seen Indiana
of
people
will look on him as being a
University and coach Knight as one
victim.
It
will
be interesting to see how
in the same."
long
the
anger
lasts against the school. I
Indiana fans reacted to Knight's disthink
there's
going
to be people who
missal in contrasting ways. Some were
are
going
to
be
angry
with the school. It
defiant, some were resigned, some
might
hurt
the
school
as far as contribuwere chagrined.
"I don't know whether people will tions, alumni donations."
Shortly before the news conference
think he got a fair shake," said Steve
announcing
Knight's firing, an IndiKey, a life-long Indiana resident who
BY WENDELL BARNHOUSE

-a

■"'»•

anapolis television station had tape of a
woman dumping an armful of Indiana
apparel on the steps of Assembly Hall.
Others reacted as though a dictatorial despot had been deposed.
"Finally, the trustees are biting the
bullet on this and putting the good of
the institution ahead of a basketball
coach. And to me that seems totally
appropriate," said Indiana professor
Murray Sperber, who had to go into
hiding and not teach this semester
because he had been identified as
Knight's harshest critic.
Andy O'Brien, an Indianapolis resident said,"Unbelievable. 1 could
hardly believe it when I heard it on
the radio. I think it was bound to happen, but when it finally becomes reality it's quite a shock. It's a dark day
for Indiana sports."
Despite what appeared to be a considerable list of transgressions by
Knight since being put on probation in
mid-May, he still had his defenders.
"I idolize Bob Knight. He loves us
and we love him," said Indiana player
Dan Fife.
"It's awfully hard to live under the
guidelines that the university gave
him," Indiana player Tom Geyer said.
"I'm not really sure that I could live
by those guidelines."

THTS WEEK IN
SPORTS

JMU

TUI-SDAY. SlJT. Y>.

- Women's soccer hosts the Hoyas
of Georgetown at 7 p.m. at Reservoir
Field.
- Volleyball will play at home versus
Radford at 7 p.m. in Sinclair Gymnasium.
WI-DNHSDAY.

St-PT. 20:

- Men's soccer plays at home
against St. Francis at 7 p.m. at Reservoir Field.

KRIDAY.

Sl-rr. 22

- Women's soccer travels to
Knoxville to take on the Tennessee
Volunteers.
- Women's tennis participates in the
Maryland Invitational on College
Park, Md.
1111
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Depression is a serious threat
to anyone that has a brain,
#1 Cause of Suicide

Depression is a suppression of brain activity that can strike anyone. It can make life unbearable,
UN 7 RE A TB D
but it is also readily, medically treatable. And that's something you should always keep in mind. r\E DD E CC'/lOA/
Public Service message from SAWE (Suicide Awareness\Voices of Education)

mteeze

Reaching the James Madison University
community for over 75 years.

http://www.save.org

_

Everyday Unlimited

m

Doubled oupons
Sec store
rood i Dmg

for detail*.

Up to and including jffC

Organ SrTissue
DONATION
Share your life. Share your decision"

Nabisco
Chips Ahoy!

For a free brochure about Organ & Tissue
Donation, call 1-800-355-SHARE.

1*3 18 OX

Mm tffe* *$w* &*
U.S.D.A Select

Coalition on Donation

T-Bone or
Porterhouse steaks
Pound

Aquaflna,

Diet Pepsi
or Pepsi cola

SBced Turkey Breast or

Plum rose Sliced
Cooked
Ham
it or Pkg

12 Pack 12-oz Cans & 6 Pack 24oz. Btls

£&*. £?»<■ SU &>

Open 7 Days A Week

Limit S with card
And AdfHnon.il

Lay's
Potato
Chips
13.23 OZ
•&**# ^?SkU9 (^V £}sis-

Fresh Express
Garden
Salads
Hindu ot

Moist S Tender 8 ■ 10 -lb. Pkg

775 Cantrell Ave.

Assorted

Large Eggs

(next to Hardees)

432-9996

KeeWer
Townhouse
Crackers
ISttoz

If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:
Sports Injuries • Sprains • Mono
Strep-Throat • In-house STD Testing
Lacerations
Mon. - Fri.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m
Sat.
10 a.m. - 6 p.m
Sun.
1 p.m. - 7 p.m.
with X-ray lab on premises

&*# &,.^ <$w" tP"

Qr*no* K* cream Bars or

Pet ice Cream
Sandwiches
12 Count
Peak of the Season, Red. Black or

White seedless

"Kroger
Orange Juice

Peak
Ul'SweetlootTomatoes

1/2 Gallon

t?'"~ <£*v £?'*<*

EMERGICARE
Where Patients are Sending Their Friends

S*r#o Hwr Boto^nj or

Armour stars
Meatitoi
Hot
Dogs
Pk$.

No Appointment Necessary
All Major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance
claim for you!

ar~r eZ>'— <s^~ &>~--

RICJS

Many, Many Mor«.

MONDAY, SEPT.

LIFESTYLES

Tuesday, September 19
7:30pm, $8 (tix@ Door)
Bluegrass Wednesday

JMU Jazz
434-8777

•niEA.1

w/ Lost River

Steve Parks

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day,
0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 6 — Spend all
_*8J~
day reading a book.
jPHf That's the best way to
Jj/7 solve a puzzle at work,
too. You haven't solved it already
because there's something you
don't know. So, follow an older
friend's advice and find out.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 6 — Your
J|^^m.>nc\
is
always
^^Wimportant to you, now

more than ever. If you
stick with a strict budget, you
could accumulate quite a lot. It
may not be easy, but it sure could
be profitable.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is an 8 — After a
slow start, you should
gain momentum rapidly.
Soon, you'll be far ahead
of your competition. Set the
machinery in place to accomplish
your goals. Get the support of a
person you care about a lot.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
g^ ^ Today is a 6 — Listen to
C .,. V a nagging feeling in the
back of your head. History is probably not repeating itself, but you might avoid a
future problem by reviewing a
similar past situation.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
ij&t

Today is a 7 — A friend's
suggestion could cost

' you more than it's worth.
Don't get locked into
buying something you don't
want and can live without. You'd
be wiser to spend on yourself by
signing up for a class to improve
your skills.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
* §|f Today is a 9 — If the
-£>wl person who signs your
A\\ paycheck has a crazy

-^Bk new idea, focus on making it work. If you insist that it
can't be done, even if you think
you're right, you'll make minus
points.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
Today is a 9 — Contact a
?C|X foreigner but don't try to
^ I Q visit yet. Don't worry if
^* an answer or package is
delayed, either. It's most likely
due to a problem beyond your
control. Be patient and cheerful,
and you'll succeed.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
. Today is a 6 — You Jiave
important friends, but
don't bet too heavily on
them. They may not be
able to help you, even if they
wish they could. Rely on your
secret resources.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)—Today is a 6 — You
few- may find another person
/•■L quite attractive. Don't
" " get fixated, however,
especially at work. Your boss will
not be amused if you're not in
the right place at the.right time.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 6 — Work
needs to be done.
There's money to be
made, too. If your
heart's not in it, maybe that's
because you'd rather be
somewhere else. You might make
a connection on Thursday, but
otherwise, forget it.

dre.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
R Today is a 9 — You are
lucky — and getting
luckier by the minute.
Don't take anything for
granted. One reason you're so
successful is because you do the
homework. Another is that
you're so creative.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
. Today is a 5 — Speak up
to make sure your
«$wishes are known. You
don't want a change to
wreck something you like. If
your money's involved, all the
more reason to holler! Don't
worry; you won't ruin the
friendship.

—Tribune Media Services

432-1179

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — This could be a profitable year for you. Push
yourself out of your rut in September. Go for the job of your dreams in
October. Get what you want for your home in December. Work like a
banshee to meet the demand in February. Ride the tide to success on
your past accomplishments in June. You've already done the work by
then, so you can relax.

Call For
Information

Dodger

Wednesday September 20 ICoffeehbuse

41 Court Square
Hvrfconburg. VA ?2B01
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ACROSS
1 Places for murals
6 Wage-slave's
refrain
10 Players
14 Furnish
15 Sea of Asia
16 Arsenal cache
17 Oklahoma city
18 Free turn at Ihe
wheel
20 Lascivious
22 Meg of The Big
Chill"
23 Eve's grandson
24 Recipients
25 Fine, twilled linen
29 JR. of "Dallas"
31 Insect pest,
casually
32 Dancing Castle
33 Overflow letters
36 Loosened
38 Last Russian
dynasty
40 Acquire
41 Sellers film,
"Being _"
43 Martini garnish
44 Hidden supply
45 "Emma" author
46 Actor McRaney
49 Taiwan money
51 Marry in haste
52 Suffer with
57 Hikers' stopovers
59 Norse pantheon
60 Joint with a cap?
61 Central part
62 Shiraz resident
63 Redolence
64 Part of MIT
65 Drug cops

I

1

3

1
5

14
17

1

' 11

8

I

3

15

27

1

28

34

35

30

II

37
■ 41

40

39

■

42

145

44
47

■ 49

4B

50

■

51
57

r

60

161

63

[64

11 More than
enough
12 Grin
13 Curtis and
Danza
19 Georgia site of a
Confederate
memorial
21 Printer liquid
24 Flintstones' pet
25 Medicine
26 Top-notch
27 "Two Years
Before the _"
28 Deed
30 Used to be
32 Eisenhower and
Turner
33 Pique
performance?
34 Travel about
35 Hot chamber
37 African nation
39 Gore and Capp
42 Some poets
44 Mine-laying
soldier

DOWN
Moistens
Marine leader?
Action break
"David and _"
Astronauts' rides
Prohibition
Bellyacher
Holm and
McKellen
9 Contagious
malady, briefly
10 Housing

33

16

I

36

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

'3

24

11

IB

12

■ 22

I
26

11

19

18

21

20

10

1

53

L

54

5

|62

las

SOLUTIONS TO LAST WEEK'S PUZZLE:

A B
B O
E T

■

C

°
C

H
A L L
P E ;E R

1 1

(- 1 A N
B L L A
U N S F
F R O S
s c H U
R 1 M S
L ti 1 I
A
S
E
B
R E
||A
G E DK- N E
O
R A E IIS E n
N I
A S s
J U D 1 ||
A n 1 ||P|E N si
|| M E E K||B
P P
M 0
A R
L
0 i
1 F
H
N
A i
L
O
N G A L
B R A Y
D F 1
,A
N
A C H E
O R D
A
E
R
|G
R E O
o

1
1

P R L
A 1 S
L O S
E
HA N
A C c
S T E

■

II
II

45 Letters on many
cars
46 Sticky-toed lizard
47 Large antelope
48 Juliet's beau
50 Distressed
52 School on the

■

H^

1

c

E
A L
S S

s

1

A P
V E

A |R

Y
L E
. S
S
T E
A B
R B

A

■

Thames
Wife of Zeus
Danube leeder
White metal
Goddess of
discord
58 Here, in Paris

53
54
55
56

EEKS UNITE

G

55

7oTn the srapbic* staff
cad Ryan x<W
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BARIMAKED LADIES
MAROON

14.99 CD
nnu WAS MODUCID THIS
COHW.H$IHlHlt$«HOU
•iurH ME IISTI* »Ot THi

MADONNA
MUSIC

14.99 CD

Is

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST
www.jmokeybejr.com

sSssSSss

FIRES.

•

NEWS

In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
http://www.plan9music.(om

So ffs flhe frsP monfh of cf.
you are afready STRESSED?
CLIMBING AT LOWER
HIDDEN ROCKS
Date: Sept. 24
Cost: $12.00
Register by: Sept. 18

fa

e/ass over

ye/????

WATER POLO CLINIC
Date: Sept. 19
Time: 8-9pm
Register by: Sept. 18
FRESHMAN LIVE IT
PROGRAM - Eating on
Campus Doing It Right?
Date: Sept. 20
Time: 7-8pm

CLIMBING SCHOOL
Date: Sept. 19 & 21
Time: 6-9pm
Cost: $8.00 on flex
FIRST AID
Date: Sept. 22
Time: 2-5pm
Cost: $25.00
Register by: Sept. 21

nd

Come Take a Break

Af URFC"
fr^i For more information call x8700
*™*f orvisitwww.jmu.edu/recreation

TEAM GOLF (M) (W) (O
Entries Due: Sept. 18-21
Play Dates: Oct 28
Manager's Meeting: Sept. 25|
Time: 5pm

MONDAY, SEPT.

SPORTS
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I^HHHHHH

BLOW your
friends...
out of the water!
Take pictures
for the Br«

PARENTS: Don't wait for letters home
Get the latest in-depth campus news twice a week
Subscribe now to keep in touch
Send to:
The Breeze
MSC 6805
G-l Anthony-Seeger Hall
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

AMES

I

M

S

O

N

BREEZE

U

N

N amc

First class $75.00 a year
Address
Bulk mail $30.00 a year
Alumni

Yes

No

Parent

Yes

N0

[

|

[

|

City

State

Zip

Payments may be made by check or money order and must be received before subscription begins. Make checks payable to The Breeze
If you have any questions about subscriptions contact The Breeze's business office at 540-568-6127 or email the_breeze@jmu.edu
1

-

■

•

■<
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ARE YOU LOOKING FOR EX1RA MONEY
8 POSSIBLE INTERNSHIP CREDITS?

Mon.-Fri. 11-8 p.m.
Sat. 11-6 p.m.
Call for directions
433-55SO

20 W. Water St.,
Harrisonburg

* sale lue^f

Mountain Air Development

.DON]
FUEL

Flexible hours, both days and evenings
Great Experience for: College of Business

■ASTBAL:

Speech Communications
Personal Representative
Call 433-7273 for an interview, please leave a message

BJORK

(soundtrack music)

Free 22 oz Fountain
Drink w/purchase of
12 inch MTO
Just Show JAC Card

Next T\iesdajHs25 di PFerent live

le cDs from

p(recorded June - July 2000).

Come in this week to reserve yours for
$12.99 and less!
- Low low everyday prices on new & used cDs.
~ Large & Giant-sized posters.

CAMPUS

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

Making it easier everyday!'
RIGGLEMAN CHIROPRACTIC WELCOMES YOU.... RIGGLEMAN CHIROPRACTIC £
♦
♦
♦

O

o
v
HI

5
w
v

2

66

33

WHY

ARE YOU CONTINUING TO HURT WHEN
CHIROPRACTIC CARE CAN KEEP YOU HEALTHY,
HAPPY, AND
SPECIAL OFFER TO ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY.

YOU PAY ONLY $37 FIRST VISI" " WHICH INCLUDES
EXAM

• X-RAYS (IF NEEDED)

u

2

<<

O
♦
♦
♦
♦

• FIRST
Fl
ADJUSTMENT

(S205 VALUE) RIGGLEMAN CHIROPRACTIC

434-8962

Dr. Riggleman specializes in:
• neck, shoulder, and arm pain
• back, hip, and leg pain
• headaches and migraine
RIGGLEMAN CHIROPRACTIC
• carpel tunnel syndrome
AND
• stiffness and numbness
• spinal wellness care
ACUPUNCTURE CLINIC
• sports injuries
1340 South Main Street
1
'ff 3rd buildup
• disc problems
a. s M«"'s' I I fwnwnw
• whiplash
I
Dr. Steven Riggleman
stress
(Within walking distance ol'JMU!)
Chiropractor and Physician Acupuncturist

434-3962

HI

o

>

nOA S3WCOT3M 5ll)VadOdlH5 NVM31DDIH ''IIOA S3WOD13M 31X3
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FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

Cash for Christmas - sell AVON
and earn 50% profit. Connie.
5681842.

3, 4, or S BR Units Available Furnished or unfurnished. Rent
starting at $150/bedroom. Apple
Real Estate, Inc. 540-433-9576.

PAID INTERNSHIPS
FOR SUMMER 2001

Mix Radio Need* Part-time Board
Operators - Apply in person at 130
University Blvd. EOE

Roommate Needed - for nice 2
bedroom apartment near downtown.
Mature, responsible, animal lover
preferred. $240 plus half utilities.
Call 564-1924.
2 Bedroom Cabin for Rent - during
Parents' Weekend, December and
spring graduations. $175/night.
Call Joe at 867-9229.

Excellent "real life" experience
lo build your resume plus
earn over $6,000
Now Interviewing on-campus
www. tuitionpainters.com
Earn Up to $500 Per Week assembling products at home. No
experience. Info. 1-504-646-1700.
Dept. VA4806.
Handyperson for Odd Jobs - your
hours. Good pay. 568-3068.

FOR SALE
Try Our Gourmet, Organic Coffees!
Gift & Thrift. 227 N. Main.
Female Grey Cocatiel - 2 years
old with cage, $75, o.b.o. Call
433-1372.

Earn $$$ and Have Fun - judging
high school girls' gymnastics
meets. Gymnastics knowledge
preferred. Will train in techniques
of judging. Call 828-0243 in the
evenings for information.

GT Pantera Mountain Bike - many
new parts, $250. 432 6855.

Part-time (FLEX) Resident
Counselors - for adolescent male
group home in Staunton, 25
minutes from JMU. Excellent parttime job for individuals seeking to
make a positive difference in the
lives of young men. $8.50/hour.
Call 540885^7576 for information.

Nordic Track Pro Skier - Excellent
conditiion. $250. Call 879-2916.

Volunteers Needed • If you have a
car call Marty, 435-RIDE.

Beer Signs, Glasses, Banners
steins, shirts. Valley View Antiques.
434-7261.

18, 20001 THE

Shenandoah Bicycle Co.
downtown Hamsonburg. 437-9000.
New and used, sales and service,
rental bench available, group ndes.

Winter Break/Spring Break Ski & beach trips on sale now!
Go to www.sunchase.com or call
1800 SUNCHASE today!

$1,500 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information. Call
202-452-5901.

Skydlve! Skydlve Virginia!. Inc. Professional student skydiving
instruction. Make your first jump in
one day. For a professional
brochure call 540-752 4570.
www.skydive-wrginia.com

WANTED

Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days,
$279! Includes meals, parties!
Awesome beaches, nightlife!
Departs from Florida! Get group
go free! springbreaktravel.com
180O67&6386.

NOTICE

Dancers Needed for Bachelor
Party - October 5. Call 4870720,
leave message.

For more infoniuhon and assistance
regarding the investigation of financing
husines.s opportunities, contact
(he HcMIT Busincvs Bureau. Inc.

Rock Band Looking for Bassist with motivation and dedication.
Call Scott. 574-0847 or e-mail
plaguedog3@aol. com.

WEB LINKS
Check Out The Breeze's New Web
SHel www.fheOreeze.org

SERVICES
Computer Repair - CampusNet
cards, cables, installation. Quick
response. Call 478-7242.
Fundraisers • for church groups,
sororities, or any club! Connie,
5684842.

I-800-533-5501

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels, reliable
air. free 'ood and parties! Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. Mazatlan &
Flonda. Travel free and earn cash! Do
it on the Web! Go to SfuoentQiy.com
or call 8CO293-1443 for information.

Early Spring Break Specials! Cancun
& Jamaica from $389! Air, hotel,
free meals! Award winning company!
Group leaders free! Florida
vacations, $129! 1-800-678-6386..
springbreahtravel.com
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Cancun, Bahamas. Florida, &
Jamaica. Call Sun Coast
Vacations for a free brochure
and ask how you can organize a
small group and eat, travel free. &
earn cash! Call 1-888-777-4642 or email sa/es@suncoasrvac;Hions.com.

Jamaica. Cancun, Florida.
Barbados. Bahamas, and Padre
Now Hiring Campus Reps
Earn 2 Free Trips!
Free Meals-Book by Nov. 2nd
Call for FREE info pack or visit us on-line
wwwjunflmhlomccni

1 800 426 7710

|47

RMH Volunteer
Services
Deadline to apply for
volunteer service this
semester Is Sept. 24.
Call 433-4497 for details.

Place a Classified Ad in
The Breeze
Come to the basement of
Anthony Seeger Hall
$2.50 for the first 10 words
($2.00 for each additional 10)

56&6127

SPRING BREAK 2001

SPRING BREAK

BREEZE

Subscriptions to The Breeze
Are Available!
Only $30 for third class mail,
or $75 for first class mail, you
can receive a full year of

The Breeze'

PERSONALS

Please send your name,
address & money to:

A Sexual Assault Survivors Group Is forming now. Start date is
TONIGHT from 6:30 p.m. 8:00
p.m. If interested in joining, please
call Teresa. 568-2940. or e-mail
hiney(Ka>imu. edu.

lames Madison University
Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
Hamsonburg, VA 22807

The Breeze

Do you need extra copies of a
Breeze issue from last year?
Back issues of The Breeze from the
1999
2000
school
year
are
now
X
available in The Breeze office
located in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Office hours are 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
These issues will be recycled
after September 25, 2000.
....
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Are YOU looking for the best deal?

Sign a lease by Dec 31,
with The Commons,
South View, or Stone Gate
apartments & you will get
FREE telephone service,
FREE ethernet,
& FREE cable
for a whole year!

I

1066 N Loll Lint

432-0600

Visit our wibilti
www.lblllmlttd.eom
i

y

ft

OFFICE HOURS
Mon - Frl 9 am - 6:30 pm
Sat 10 am-4 pm

coMW SMIHMW >>cm-

